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A bstract
For a given function (in an Lp space), the set of rearrangements is the set of 
functions whose super level sets have the same measure as those of the original 
function. This thesis presents a characterisation of the weak closure of the set of 
rearrangements for a given function defined on an unbounded domain. In Chapter 
2 we characterise the weak closure of the set of rearrangements for non-negative 
Lp functions defined on the half-line, where 1 < p < oo, and show that the 
set of extreme points of this convex weakly compact set coincides with the set of 
rearrangements of curtailments. Chapter 3 uses the concept of measure preserving 
transformations to extend this work to non-negative Lp functions (p as above) 
defined on unbounded domains of Rn. Chapter 4 describes to what extent we 
may extend our characterisation of the weak closure of the set of rearrangements 
to non-negative L 1 functions defined on an unbounded domain.
An equivalent characterisation of the weak closure for non-negative Lp func­
tions (1 < p < oo) defined on the half-line or the real line is given in Chapter 5. 
Chapters 6, 7 and 8 are concerned with the use of earlier work to study the max­
imising sequences of two variational problems for steady vortices. The variational 
problems are shown to attain maxima relative to the weak closure of the set of 
rearrangements, and we establish some properties of the maximising functions. 
Each maximiser satisfies a partial differential equation for the stream function of 
a steady flow.
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1.1 S ets  o f  R earran gem en ts
This thesis studies extreme points of the weak closure of the set of rearrangements 
of a function on an unbounded domain, and gives two applications to steady 
vortices. Two non-negative measurable functions /  and g , defined on a subset of 
Rn, are rearrangements if
A ( / _1[/?,oo)) =  A ( s T ^ o o ) )  (1.1)
for all positive /?, where A is a <j-finite measure absolutely continuous with respect 
to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. For a fixed non-negative function / 0, we 
write R(fo)  to denote the set of rearrangements of /o. Eydeland, Spruck and 
Turkington [17] gave the following characterisation of the set of rearrangements 
for / 0 defined on the half-line with properties as above,
R(fo) — |u> >  0, w measurable| (/o — cr)+, V<j > 0 j  (1.2)
where h+ denotes the positive part of h.
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It is natural for certain variational problems to have the set of rearrangements 
of a fixed function as the constraint set. The theory of steady vortex rings in 
an ideal fluid provides an example (we study this problem later). The fact that 
the constraint set is a set of rearrangements can compensate for the loss of com­
pactness in a variational problem on an unbounded domain, yielding maximising 
(minimising) sequences with the required convergence properties, by reducing a 
problem on an unbounded domain to one on a bounded domain, as in [3]. Our 
approach however is to work directly on unbounded domains.
This thesis characterises the weak closure of the set of rearrangements of a 
fixed non-negative LP function (for 1 < p < oo) defined on an open unbounded 
domain of infinite measure, and identifies the extreme points. This set is shown 
to be convex and weakly compact. In the latter part of the thesis we apply the 
earlier results to the study of maximising sequences of two variational problems 
for steady vortices. Maximisers relative to the weak closure of the set of rear­
rangements are shown to exist, and each satisfies a partial differential equation 
for the stream function of a steady flow. In addition we show that the maximisers 
have bounded support.
1.2 P rev io u s  R esearch
We give a brief history of research relevant to this thesis. Establishing properties 
of the set of rearrangements of a fixed function, and its weak closure, has long been 
of interest. Ryff [30] showed that for non-negative L 1 functions defined on the 
unit interval, the weak closure of the set of rearrangements is a convex set (whence 
it is equal to the closed convex hull of the set of rearrangements). He found a 
characterisation for this set in terms of integrals of decreasing rearrangements 
of its elements. Brown [6] extended this work by showing convexity of the weak 
closure of the set of rearrangements for non-negative Lp functions (for 1 < p < oo)
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defined on the unit interval. The aforementioned authors made use of doubly 
stochastic operators. Their results were rediscovered by Burton [7] using a direct 
proof. Burton extended the result to non-negative Lp functions defined on a 
domain of finite measure. He noted that the set is weakly sequentially compact 
(this follows easily for 1 < p < oo, and by the Dunford-Pettis criterion [15, 
Theorem 1.3] for weak compactness in L 1). Burton and Ryan [10] characterised 
the weak closure of the set of rearrangements for non-negative Lp (for 1 < p < oo) 
functions defined on the unit interval. They improved previous results by showing 
that the intersection of the weak closure of the set of rearrangements with a set 
of finitely many linear constraints is equal to the closed convex hull of the set of 
rearrangements intersected with the constraint set. The constraint set, a subset of
fixes the inner product with respect to finitely many given Lq functions (where 
q denotes the conjugate exponent of p). Burton and Ryan used the above result 
to show that for a bounded linear operator T  : LP(I) —► Rn , where 1 <  p < oo 
and I  denotes the unit interval, we have
T  (R( f0)) = T  ( R i f o T )  . (1.3)
They deduced T  (R(fo)) is compact and convex. This shows that all finite di­
mensional projections of a set of rearrangements are convex.
Inequalities involving rearrangements of functions have long been studied. For 
non-negative measurable functions / ,  g and h defined on the real line, we state 
Riesz’s inequality
f  f  f (x )g (x  -  y)h(y)dxdy < f  f  f A (x)gA (x -  y)hA(y)dxdy (1.4)
J  — ooJ—oo J —ooJ—oo
where f A denotes the symmetric decreasing rearrangement of / .  This result 




and Polya [22, pages 279-287]. Friedman and McLeod [19] considered when the 
inequality in (1.4) is strict. Assuming that g is symmetrically decreasing, they 
showed if equality holds in (1.4), then /  =  / A and h = hA for some suitable choice 
of origin on the real axis. Note that the integrals in (1.4) are unchanged if /  and 
h are translated by the same amount. Brascamp, Lieb and Luttinger [4] proved 
a generalised form of Riesz’s inequality; for non-negative measurable functions 
f j  defined on R, and real numbers ajm, where j  = 1 ,...,& and m = l , . . . ,n ,  we 
have
/  II fj ( f l  dTx < f  J] /f  ( ^ a 3
7 = 1  \ m = l  /  ?=1  \  771=1
xm ) dnx. (1.5)
j = l j l m l
We now consider inequalities involving norms of decreasing rearrangements on 
function spaces. Crowe, Zweibel and Rosenbloom [13] show that the operator 
which maps a function (defined on R) to its symmetric decreasing rearrangement 
is a contraction on Lp for 1 <  p < oo. Moreover, Epperson [16] was able to show 
that the operator is non-expansive in certain Orlicz spaces. Let u be a non­
negative measurable function defined on Rn , and suppose u has compact support. 
We define the spherically decreasing rearrangement u* by
u*(x) =  sup {t\fi{x\u{t) > t} > a (n ) |x |n} (1*6)
where a(n ) is the volume of the unit ball in Rn , and /i denotes Lebesgue measure.
If in addition u £ W 1,p(Rn ) for 1 <  p < oo, Polya and Szego [25] showed that
/  \Vu*\pdg, < f  \Vu\pdfj, (1.7)
J  Rn J Kn
Brothers and Ziemer [5] considered in what circumstances equality holds in (1.7). 
They showed that if the distribution function of u is absolutely continuous, and 
equality holds in (1.7), then u is a translate of u*. They generalised this result
9
to integral inequalities of the form
[  A(\Vu*\)dg < [  A(\Vu\)dfi (1.8)Jan Jr"
where A  : [0, oo) —> [0, oo) is twice continuously differentiable, A(0) =  0, and A? 
is convex, by establishing certain conditions under which inequality is strict in 
(1.8) unless u is a translate of u*. An inequality analogous to (1.7) was found for 
the Steiner symmetrisation of a non-negative function defined on the half-plane, 
by Fraenkel and Berger [18, Appendix 1]. We defer further discussion of this 
result until Chapter 6.
For non-negative measurable functions /  and g defined on the half-line, the 
following inequality is well known:
r oo roo
f a <  / V  (1.9)JO Jo
where /* denotes the decreasing rearrangement of / .  (We require /0°° f g  to be 
finite for (1.9) to be meaningful). This result is presented in [22]. Burton [7] 
extended this result to functions defined on a finite measure space. For simplicity 
we state Burton’s results for non-negative functions defined on the unit interval
(which we denote 7). For /o £ LP( I ), go € Lq( I ), where 1 < p < oo, and q
denotes the conjugate exponent of p, we have
/ ' fa < t  fo9o (i.io)Jo Jo
for all /  € R(fo ), g £ R{go)- [7, Lemma 3] shows that if there exists /  £ R(fo) 
such that /  =  (p o g0 almost everywhere for some increasing function <p, then 
equality holds in (1.10) for /  £ R(fo), go € R{go)-
We now consider maximisation of functionals over sets of rearrangements. 
For non-negative /o £ Lp(7), g £ L9(7), where 1 <  p < oo, and q denotes the
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conjugate exponent of p, define h) =  Jq hg, for h £ LP(I). If there exists 
/  £ R(fo)  such that /  =  ip o g almost everywhere for some increasing function 
[7, Theorem 3] states that /  is the unique maximiser of relative to the 
weak closure of R(fo). For non-atomic separable measure spaces, [7, Theorem 5] 
yields a partial converse; If has a unique maximiser /  relative to R(fo ), then 
/  =  (p o g almost everywhere for some increasing function (p. This result has been 
used successfully in the study of certain partial differential equations.
Burton [7, Theorem 9] showed the existence of weak solutions of free boundary 
problems for certain semilinear elliptic equations. For simplicity we state these 
results for the Laplacian, which we denote A. Let be a domain in Rn of finite 
//-measure, where p is equivalent to Lebesgue measure on Cl. Let 1 < p < oo, and
let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. Suppose there exists a compact positive
symmetric operator K  : Lp(Cl) —> L q(ft) such that — A K u  = u almost everywhere 
in 0, for all u £ LP(Q). Further suppose that there exists v £ L q($l) fj 
such that —A v  = 0 almost everywhere in fi. Let non-negative / 0 £ Lp(ft), for p 
as above. For a  £ R, if there exist /i,/** £ R(fo) such that
f  fivdfi < a  < f  f 2vdp (1-11)
Jn jq
then the functional
n f) = \Ja fKfd/t (i.i2)
attains a maximum relative to
j /  £ R(fo)\ J  ^fvdfi  = a j  . (1.13)
Further, for a maximiser / ,  u =  K  f  satisfies
— A u =  p  o (u — Au) (1-14)
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almost everywhere in ft for some increasing function </?, and some real A.
A variant of the above result was proved in Burton [8, Lemma 2.15]. To 
avoid complicated notation, we state the result for the Laplacian. For ft,/2,p  as 
before, let non-negative fo £ Tp(ft), and let g 6 L9(ft) f) Suppose /*
sn =
maximises Jq f g  relative to /  £ R{fo) (we do not require /* to be the unique 
maximiser), and that —A g > f* almost everywhere in 0 . Then /* £ R(fo ), and 
f* = (pog  almost everywhere, for some increasing function (p.
We now discuss maximisation of an energy functional of the same form as 
^  above, but now we maximise over the set of rearrangements of a two-signed 
function. Let ft be a non-empty bounded open set in Rn, and let p denote 
Lebesgue measure on ft. For sn < p < oo, where
1 if 72 =  1
2n/(n  +  2) if n > 2 
let K  : Lp(Cl) —* Hq(Q) be the inverse for —A with zero Dirichlet boundary
conditions (the existence and properties of K  are established in [9]). Define
E (y ) =  — f  vKvdp  (1.15)Zi
for v £ LP(Q). Burton and McLeod [11, Theorem 2.1] showed the following for 
(possibly) two-signed fo £ Lp(fl):
(i) inffeR(fo) R( f )  = 'm^feR{fo)w anc  ^ infimiim is attained by exactly one
~ 1 ■ ■ — yg
element f  £ R(fo) .
(ii) For some decreasing function <j>, f  = < f )  o K f  almost everywhere in ft. No 
other rearrangement of /  has this property.
(iii) /  is essentially one-signed.
(iv) If f 0 is one-signed, /  £ R ( f 0)-
(v) If fo is essentially two-signed, the minimiser /  is in general not a member of 
R(fo). [ i i ,  Theorem 2.1] gives properties satisfied by the minimisers.
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The results stated above are relevant to the theory of steady vortices in an 
ideal fluid. Benjamin [3] proposed a variational problem to seek solutions to the 
boundary value problem for a steady vortex ring in an ideal fluid flowing along an 
infinite pipe of circular cross-section. He considered the energy of a perturbation 
of the fluid. His idea was to seek extremals of the energy relative to the set of 
rearrangements of a fixed function. The stream function u — Xr2/2 gives rise to 
an axisymmetric velocity v whose cylindrical co-ordinates (r, 6, z) are given by 
(—^ uz, 0, ^ur — A). We define the scalar vorticity field £ by
curl v = (0,£, 0). (1-16)
We define
Cu =  - -  -  \ u xz (1.17)
r \ r  J r r2
to obtain
f  =  rCu. (1.18)
The region £-1(0,oo) is known as the vortex core. We prescribe the fluid speed 
at infinity relative to the vortex core a fixed value A > 0. The measures of the 
sets (£ /r ) -1 [a, oo), where a  > 0, are preserved in all axisymmetric (including 
unsteady) flows of an ideal fluid in R3 . Benjamin’s approach seeks a solution for 
which £ /r  is a rearrangement of a prescribed function fo. Let K  : Lp —> Hq
denote the inverse for C with zero Dirichlet boundary conditions. (The existence
and properties of K  are established in [9].) Let non-negative non-zero fo E Lp 
(for p > 5) have bounded support, and let the value of A be sufficiently small. 
Burton [9] showed the existence of /  E R(fo)  such that u =  K f  satisfies
Cu =  <p(u -  ^At/2) (1.19)
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almost everywhere for some increasing function <p. (1.19) is a partial differential 
equation for the stream function of a steady flow.
Finally, we consider a variational problem where rearrangements techniques 
yield a minimising sequence with the required properties. Lieb [23] sought to 
show the existence of a unique minimiser for the functional
e(<f>) = j  ^ \S7<t>(x)\2 dx — J  ^\<j)(x)\2 \cc — yl*1 \<j>(y)\2 dxdy (1.20)
relative to E ( A) =  inf{e(<^)|^> € W 1,2(R3), ||<^ ||2 < A}, e is not a convex function, 
precluding the usual methods to show existence and uniqueness of the minimum. 
Let < f > *  denote the spherically decreasing rearrangement of ( j ) .  Lieb showed that 
for (j) not equal to a translate of </>*, < e(^). As part of his proof, he gave a
neat argument showing that | [V<^ >|I2 > ||V ^*||2 for <j> as above. Lieb established 
the existence and uniqueness (modulo translation) of a minimising < f> .
1.3 O u tlin e  o f  T h esis
We study the weak closure of the set of rearrangements for a non-negative Lp 
function (for 1 < p < 00) defined on the half-line in Chapter 2. This convex set 
has extreme points which are not rearrangements of the original function: this 
contrasts with the result for a function defined on a domain of finite measure. 
For a given function defined on the half-line, a curtailment at / (where / is an 
extended real number) is a function equal to the decreasing rearrangement of the 
original function on the interval (0,/), and zero elsewhere. The set of extreme 
points of the weak closure of the set of rearrangements coincides with the set of 
rearrangements of curtailments of the original function. We show that the weak 
closure of the set of rearrangements is convex and weakly (sequentially) compact, 
and we give a characterisation of this set.
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Chapter 3 extends the work of the previous chapter to Lp functions (for 1 < 
p < oo) defined on open unbounded domains of infinite measure. We establish the 
existence of a measure preserving transformation between the unbounded domain 
and the half-line, and by considering the equivalent problem on the half-line, we 
show that the weak closure of the set of rearrangements is convex and weakly 
(sequentially) compact. The set of extreme points of this set coincides with the 
set of rearrangements of curtailments.
For a non-negative L 1 function defined on an open unbounded domain of 
infinite measure, the weak closure of the set of rearrangements is not weakly 
sequentially compact. However, in Chapter 4, we show that this set is convex, 
whence it is equal to the closed convex hull of the set of rearrangements. We 
specify a closed, bounded and convex superset for the weak closure of the set of 
rearrangements, the form of which gives some insight into the geometry of the 
set.
In [10, Lemma 5], the weak closure of the set of rearrangements for an Lp 
function fo (for 1 <  p < oo) defined on the unit interval was shown to be equal to 
the set of non-negative functions w satisfying ||H li =  ll/o||i and fo w* <  fo fo 
for each s E (0,1), where w* denotes the decreasing rearrangement of w. We 
show that we may extend the characterisation to non-negative Lp functions (for 
1 < p < oo) defined on the half-line by discarding the condition that the 1- 
norms are equal. This set is shown to be equal to the characterisation of the 
weak closure of the set of rearrangements discussed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 6 considers a variational problem, proposed by Benjamin [3], arising 
from the theory of steady vortex rings in a 3-dimensional ideal fluid. For suffi­
ciently small values of a parameter, Burton [9] showed the existence of maximisers 
relative to the set of rearrangements of a prescribed function with bounded sup­
port. However for large values of the parameter there is no maximiser relative to 
the set of rearrangements. For a pre-assigned function (possibly with unbounded
15
support) we show the variational functional attains a maximum relative to the 
weak closure of the set of rearrangements for all positive values of the parameter, 
and that the maximisers belong to the set of rearrangements of curtailments. We 
investigate further properties of the maximising functions in Chapter 7. Each 
maximiser is shown to be the solution (in the weak sense) of a partial differential 
equation for the stream function of a steady flow. Each has bounded support. 
We show that the supremum of the variational functional relative to the set of 
rearrangements is equal to the supremum relative to the weak closure of the 
set of rearrangements, a non-obvious fact because the functional is not weakly 
continuous, or even weakly upper semicontinuous.
Chapter 8 considers a variational problem arising from the theory of steady 
vortex pairs in a planar ideal fluid. We show that maximisers exist relative to 
the weak closure of the set of rearrangements of a prescribed function, for all 
positive values of a parameter. We establish that the maximisers are extreme 
points, whence they belong to the set of rearrangements of curtailments, and 
that they have bounded support. Each maximiser satisfies the partial differential 
equation for the stream function of a steady flow in an infinite channel. For a 
given maximiser we can choose a sequence of rearrangements of the pre-assigned 
function such that the maximiser is the weak limit of the sequence, and that the 
functional values of the sequence converge to that of the maximiser. Some of the 
proofs in this chapter are similar to those given in Chapters 6 and 7, but they 
are included for completeness.
16
C hapter 2 
E xtrem e points o f th e weak  
closure o f the set o f  
rearrangem ents on th e half line
2.1 In trod u ction
In this chapter we prove the following theorem:
T h e o rem  1 Let non-negative f 0 £ Lp(0,oo), 1 < p < oo . Let p denote one­
dimensional Lebesgue measure. Let hi, . . . . ,hn € Tg(0,oo) (where q denotes the 
conjugate exponent of p) and let a i ,  , . . . , a n £  R. Define
roo too
W  =  > 0, w measurable| /  (w — a)+dp < / ( /0 — cr)+d^,Vcr > 0} (2.1)
Jo Jo
roo
G =  {w £ 1/(0, oo)| /  whidp =  a t-, z =  1,...., n} (2-2)
Jo
Then the following is true:
(i) IT is a convex,weakly compact subset of 1/(0, oo).
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(ii) extr W f ] G  = R C ( f 0)C\G.
(iii) convRC(f0) f ) G  = Wf ) G.
(iv) W  = convR(f0) = R ( f0)W.
h+ denotes the non-negative part of /&, R(/o) denotes the set of rearrangements 
of /o, and extr A , ~AW denote respectively the extreme points of A, and the weak 
closure of A. RC(/o) denotes the set of rearrangements of curtailments of f 0: this 
set will be defined subsequently.
In Burton and Ryan [10, Lemma 5], it was shown that
R(v)w = con vR(v)  (2.3)
for non-negative v£ LP( I ), 1 < p <  oo, where /  denotes the unit interval. Fur­
thermore it was shown that
R{v)w =  {w >  0| /  w* < f  u*,0 < s < 1, ||iu||i =  ||u ||i} (2-4)Jo Jo
and
extr R(v) = R(v) (2.5)
where w* denotes the decreasing rearrangement of w. The above theorem extends 
this work to functions defined on the half line, but does not make use of a set of 
the form of (2.4). We consider to what extent (2.4) may characterise the weak 
closure of the set of rearrangements for a function defined on the half-line in 
Chapter 5.
The Banach-Alaoglu Theorem is used to obtain (i). For (ii), we calculate 
the extreme points of W  f | (2, and apply the Krein-Milman Theorem to obtain
(iii). For non-zero fo as in Theorem 1, there are extreme points of R(fo)W which 
are not rearrangements, unlike the analogous bounded domain result proved by
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Burton and Ryan. The set of extreme points coincides with the set of rearrange­
ments of curtailments of fo, which is defined in the next section. The proof is 
completed by showing that any member of RC(fo)  belongs to the weak sequential 
closure of R(fo).  The form of W, based on an equivalent definition of the set of 
rearrangements by Eydeland, Spruck and Turkington [17], enabled the proof to 
be simpler than a proof using the techniques of Burton and Ryan [10].
It may be noted that the method of proof used in this chapter does not 
extend to non-negative functions g0 £ T1(0, oo), because R(g0)W does not lie in 
any weakly compact set unless go is identically zero (see Lemma 7). However it 
may be shown that Tfigoj™ =  convi2(<7o) (see Chapter 4).
2.2 D efin itio n s and  N o ta tio n
Let f,g,h be non-negative Lebesgue measurable functions defined on the half line. 
Let R denote the extended real numbers, and let /z denote 1-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure.
Using standard arguments, it was shown by Eydeland, Spruck and Turkington 
[17] that
r oo roo
R( f )  = { g >  0 1 / (ff -  <0+ =  /  ( /  -  <r)+, >  0} (2.6)
JO JO
h+(t) = <
where h+ denotes the non-negative part of h , that is 
h(t) if h(t) > 0
0 if hi t ) <  0
Let f*  denote the decreasing rearrangement of /o n  (0, oo). For a set A  C 
(0, oo), we denote by 1^ the indicator function of the set A,  that is 
. 1  if t £ A
u ( t )  =  ;
0 if t £  A
19
D efinition g is a curtailment of /  at / £ R if
9 =  l(o,o/*- (2-T)
We say that g is a rearrangement of a curtailment of /  if g* is a curtailment of /  
at some I £R .  RC(f)  will denote the set of rearrangements of curtailments of f
2.3 C h aracterisa tion  o f  th e  w eak  closure o f  th e  
set o f  rearrangem ents
Lem m a 1 Let f 0 be non-negative, fo £ Lp(0, oo),l < p < oo. Define
poo poo
W  =  { /  > 0 , /  measurable| / ( /  — cr)+ < j  (fo — > 0}. (2.8)
Jo Jo
Then W  is closed, convex, and bounded, whence W  is weakly compact (by the 
Banach-Alaoglu Theorem).
P roof To show W  is bounded, we define
n
S  = (u |u(s) =  — ai)+, for some 0 < G\ <  ... < crn,ai > 0} (2.9)
i = 1
where n =  n(u).
If f e W ,  then
poo poo
/  u ( f ) d \  < /  u(fo)d\ ,  Vu £ S. (2.10)
Jo Jo
(If o'i = 0, application of the Monotone Convergence Theorem yields the above 
result).
It will later be shown that tp, where 'tp(s) = sp is an increasing pointwise
20
limit of functions in S, the {ipn}^=i say; consequently for /  £ W,  applying the 
Monotone Convergence Theorem,
roo [o o  poo
/ ip ( f )d \  = /  lim ipn( f ) d \  = lim /  ipn{ f ) d \  (2.11)
JO Jo n^°° n-+oo Jo
roo
< lim / ipn( fo)d\  (2.12)n-*°° Jo
roo roo
= / lim ipn( f 0) d \  = /  ip(f0)d \  (2.13)
JO n ~ ¥ oo J o
whence
roo roo
I  f p < I  fSdx = \\fo\\;. (2.14)
This shows W is bounded.
It remains to show that ip is an increasing pointwise limit of functions in S. 
Now ip'(s) = psp~l where ip' denotes the derivative of ip. ip' is increasing, there­
fore by the Fundamental Approximation Lemma, we may choose an increasing
as n —> oo by the Monotone Convergence Theorem.
Define ipn(s) = f o  <Pn for each n £ N. We may write
m(n)
K  =  Y f ,  oo) ( 2 - 16)
2 =  1
for some a,- £ R+ (the non-negative reals), and 0 =  <Ti < ... < <Tm(n) (because the 
(pn are monotone increasing).
sequence {(pn}™-\ of increasing simple functions, with <pn —*■ pointwise. 




^n(s) =  a i(S ~  ai) + (2.17)
SO i p n  £  S', Vn £  N.
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Let a > 0 be given. Define, for non-negative /  £ LP(Q), p as above, the 
function
We recall some concepts from convex analysis 
D efin itions
Let V be a vector space, /  : V  —» R a convex function. /  is proper if f ( x )  > — oo 
for all x G L  and /(#o) < oo for some xq £ V.
The effective domain of /  is defined by
Theorem  Every proper convex function on Rn is continuous on the interior of 
its effective domain.
Lem m a 2 Let f 0) p and W be as in the statement of Lemma 1. Let hi, ...,hn £ 
1^(0, oo) (where q denotes the conjugate exponent of p) and let a \ , . . . ,a n £ R. 
Define
(2.18)
Then is convex (immediate) and lower semi continuous (follows easily by Fa- 
tou’s Lemma). Thus W  is closed and convex. This completes the proof.
dom /  =  {x £ V\ f ( x)  < oo} (2.19)
We quote a theorem which is used in the proof of the next result.
roo
G = {w E Lp(0 ,o o ) |/  wh{d\ = a,, i = 1, . . . ,  n}. (2.20)
Jo
Then ex t r (Wf ]G)  C R C {f0)( \G .




w  6 W ,  therefore by the definition of W  we have F  < G. It is easily verified 
that F and G are proper, convex functions, whence they are continuous on the 
interiors of their effective domains, that is (0, oo).
Define = {a E (0 ,oo)|F1(cr) < G(a)}. This is an open set in (0, oo), 
(since F and G are continuous), whence it is a countable union of disjoint open 
intervals. We first show iy-1(D) has zero measure. We suppose not and seek a 
contradiction. Let (so,si) be a connected component of 0 , possibly unbounded, 
with fi{w~1(so, si)} > 0. We establish the existence of r ,e  > 0 such that
0 < s0 < r  — e < T - f e < s i < o o  (2.23)
oo > | , t +  | ) }  > 0 (2.24)
Now
w ~ 1(s0, s 1) =  (J  (J  u T 1( t - - ! - , t  +  - ! - )  (2.25)
n G N r G Q *  671 671
where Q*n =  Q n[5o + — ^]. Using countable sub-additivity of the measure,
we obtain
E  Y1 {^“’”1(T_ :^>r + :^)} >° (2-26)
n G N r G Q *  °
The result follows.
Write
E = w ~ \ t  “  +  ^ )  ( 2 -2 7 )
Then by Lyapunov’s Theorem, Cesari [12,16.1.i],we may write
E  = E 1\ J E 2 (2.28)
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a disjoint union of sets of equal measure such that
Define
1 if t E Ei
u(t) =  < _1 if t e  e 2
0 i f t g £ i U £ 2 
We shall show 10 ±  fit G for £ positive and sufficiently small.
yields that w ± £ u  € G for £ > 0 . For £ <  |,w e have w ±  £it > 0.
For g  [t  — e, r  +  e] we have either a  < r  — e in which case
(it; ±  £u — <j )+ = (w — <r)+ ±  (u
or we have a > r  +  e in which case
(w ± £ u  — a)+ = (w — a)+.
In either case we obtain
roo roo
/  (w ±  £u — a)+dX = I (w — a)+dX 
Jo Jo + (
If cr € [t  — e, t  +  e] then
roo roo roo
/ (u> d= £u — cr)+d \  < I (w — a)+dX +  /  (±£u)+dAJo Jo Jo
< F(*) + t t i (E )< G { < r ) - 6  + tn (E)  
where 8 = min{G(,s) — F(.s)|.s G [r — e, r  +  e]} > 0, hence
roo











for 0 <  £ <  m i n { | , ^ j } .
Thus for small positive £ ,
roo
/  (w ±  £u — a)+d \  < G(cr), V<7 G (0, oo) (2.36)
Jo
and hence w ±  £u G W  f) G, so w is not extreme, a contradiction. We have shown
that has zero measure. We now consider three cases.
C ase(i) (K, oo) is a connected component of fI. We will show K  = 0 (and 
deduce that w = 0). Suppose K  > 0, to seek a contradiction. Then we have
G( s ) >F( s ) ,  s e ( K ,  oo) (2.37)
G{K) = F( K)  (2.38)
We have that oo)} =  0. It follows that F ( K  +  e) =  0,Ve > 0, and
using continuity of F  we have that F( K)  = 0. But G is a monotone decreasing 
function, so for s 6 (A", oo),
G{K) > G(s) > F(s)  = 0 = F { K ). (2.39)
This contradicts G(K)  = F(K) .  Thus K  =  0, whence w = 0.
C ase(ii) Let (s0,s i)  be a bounded connected component of fh We show 
sq = 0. Suppose, to seek a contradiction, that So > 0. Then we have
F (5l) =  G(s1) (2.40)
F(s0) = G(s0) (2.41)
G(s) > F(s)  for s G (so,-si) (2.42)
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Furthermore fi{w 1(50,5i)} =  0. Then
F(s)  =  F(si)  +  n{w  1[si,oo)}(51 -  5), Va € [50,5i]- (2.43)
Therefore F is affine on (so,Si) and
F(si) = G(si), i = 1,2 (2.44)
Because F  < G, it follows by the convexity of G that F  = G on (so, -si). This
contradiction shows s0 =  0.
C ase(iii) We know that 0  =  0, (0, K)  or (0, oo) for some K  € R.  If 0  =  0, 
then w £ fi(/o) C  RC(fo).  If fi =  (0, oo), then tc-1(0,oo) has zero measure, 
whence w =  0 , so w € RC(fo)- (w is a rearrangement of fo curtailed at 0).
It remains to consider the case fi =  (0,K ) .  In this case we have
G ( s )  =  F ( s ) , s € [ A ' , o o ) (2.45)
G(s) > F(s ) ,s  € (0, jfif) (2.46)
and )i{w 1(0, K )}  = 0. 





=  F( K)  +  oo) } (K  -  s) +  v { w ~ \ K ) } { K
= F( K)  + l ( K — s)
writing I = fi{w X[JT, oo)}.
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Now F(s)  = G(s) Vs G [K , oo), so w \w- i (k j00) 1S a rearrangement of 
This implies oo)} =  oo)}.
Suppose for a contradiction that p{w~l [K, oo)} > oo)}. The map
4*, where \£(<s) =  00)}, is left continuous. Thus for s < K ,  s sufficiently
close to K,
p{w~l [K, 00)} > M./0"1 [s, 00)} (2.51)
Noting (2.51) and the fact that w \w- i(k ,oo) and fo\f-i(K,oo) are rearrangements, 
we see that F(s)  >  G(s) for such s. This is a contradiction. Hence
M/o"1^ 00)} =  M™"1^ 00)} < I = ^ { w - ^ o o ) }  < /i{ /0_1[ir,oo)} (2.52)
Furthermore to_1(0, 00) has measure /, /Lf{u;-1 (0, K)}  = 0 and w\w-i^x,oo) a^d 
fo\f -  1(K 00) are rearrangements. Combining the above, w is a rearrangement of /o 
curtailed at /, so w G RC(fo).
This completes the proof.
Lem m a 3 Let f 0, p, and W be as in Lemma 1. Then W  = RC(fo )w.
P ro o f  Let w G W.  Let U be a weak neighbourhood of w. Then there exists e > 0 
and ..., hn G L q(0, 00) (where q is the conjugate exponent of p) such that
roo roo




(7 =  {u G Lp(0, oo)| /  hiudX = / wh{dX, i = 1,..., n} C U (2.54) 
Jo 7o
By the Krein-Milman theorem, W  G\G has an extreme point (W  is non­
empty and weakly compact), so by the previous lemma yields f \  G RC( f o) f ]G 
such that f i € W f ) G c W [ ) U .
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Therefore U f ) R C ( f o )  /  0, that is W  C R C ( f o ) W. But W  is weakly closed 
and contains RC ( f o ) .  Thus W  =  R C ( f o ) w. This completes the proof.
Lem m a 4 Let fo, p, W  and G be as in Lemma 2. Then
W f ] G  =  convRC{f0) f ] G (2.55)
P roof The Krein-Milman Theorem yields that, W  f]G C convRC(fo) f) G , since 
by Lemma 2, e x trW fl^  C RC(fo)  fl G. But WG\G  is closed and convex, and 
contains RC(fo)  H G. Thus convRC(fo) f | G C W  fl G. This completes the proof.
Lem m a 5 Let f Q, W  and G be as in Lemma 2. Then RC(fo)  H G C extrW  f) G .
P roof Let w € RC(fo)  f| G. Then w G W  f\G.  Moreover, w is a rearrangement 
of fo curtailed at /, for some / G R. Let Wi,W2 € W  f]G  and let 0 < a  < 1 be 
such that
We examine different values of /.
If / =  0, then w =  0. Since wi,w2 G W, W\,w2 >  0. Thus by (2.56)
W\ =  w2 =  w =  0. So w is extreme.
If / =  oo, then w G R{fo)- Let a > 0 be given. Using (2.56) and the fact that
w, w\ and w2 G W  we have
(1 — a)wi  +  aw2 = w (2.56)
roo roo
< (1 — a) I (Wi — a)+d \  + a  I (w2 — a)+d \  (2.59)
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From the above we see that all the inequalities are equalities, and further,
roo roo roo
/  (w — er)+d \  =  / (u>i — cr)+d \  = /  (w2 — cr)+dA, V<r > 0 (2.61)
Jo Jo Jo
Thus w , uq and w2 are rearrangements of each other. Suppose (for a contradic
tion) W\ ^  w2. w\ and w2 are rearrangements, so they are not positive multiples
of each other. Now, by strict convexity of Lp, and (2.56),
I Ml* =  11(1 “  a )wi +  aw2\\P (2.62)
< ( 1 -a )||u 7 i||p  +  a||it72||p (2.63)
=  I N I , .  (2.64)
The latter equality follows because w\ ,w 2 6 R(w). This contradiction yields 
w = wi = w2. This shows that w is extreme.
Now consider 0 < / < oo. Let K  be chosen such that
M /o '1^ 00)} < 1 < M/o-1^ 00)} (2-65)
For <j G [K , oo), noting that wi, w2 G W,
Jroo roo(fo — cr)+d\ = (w — a)+d \  (2.66)
o Jo
roo
= /  ((1 — a)wi +  aw2 — cr)+d\ (2.67)
Jo
roo roo
< (I — a) (u;i — cr)+dA +  ot /  (^2 — cr)+d \  (2.68)Jo Jo
roo
< /  ( f0 - e ) +d\.  (2.69)
Jo
From this calculation we see that all the inequalities are equalities, and further
From the above, w^K and w ^  are rearrangements of each other, where
w {K =  w\w- 1^ ) .  (2.71)
Now for i = 1,2, using (2.56) we have
w~l [K, oo) C ic~1(0, oo) C itf_1(0, oo) (2.72)
and that Wi G W.  Further
w~Y[K, oo) C ic“1(0, oo) C u>_1(0, oo) C w~^[K, oo) (2.73)
by the choice of K , possibly neglecting sets of zero measure.
Combining (2.70) and (2.73) we obtain
IK I |P < I H I r ,  * =  1,2 (2.74)
IK IKSuppose w\ W2. Since w[ and w2 are rearrangements, we know Wi and W2
are not positive multiples of each other. Then, by strict convexity of Lp with
||.||p, and inequality (2.74),
IMIp =  11(1 “  a )u;i +  <xw2\\p (2.75)
<  ( l - a ) | | u ; i | | p +  a||t«2||p (2.76)
<  | H I , -  (2-77)
This is a contradiction, whence w\ = W2 = w. Thus w is extreme.
This completes the proof.
Lem m a 6 For fo as above, convRC(fo) = convR(fo).
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P roof It suffices to show that RC(fo)  C conv R ( f0). Using Mazur’s Lemma, it 
is sufficient to show that for r  £ RC(fo ), there exists {'rn}^L1 C R{fo) such that
W
Tn - >  r .
Let r  £ RC(fo). Then r  is a rearrangement of fo curtailed at /, which we 
denote //. At this juncture we restrict attention to showing that there exists 
{^n}£Li C R(fo)  such that A  f h
Let g £ L q(0, oo), where q denotes the conjugate exponent of p. Define 
fS(t)  iff£ [0 ,Z ]
^n(Z) =  < 0 if Z £ (/, Z +  7l]
fS(t  — n) if Z £ (/ -f 72, oo)
Then \Pn £ R(fo)  V72 £ N. Now
I f°° I r°°
\ g { ^ n - f i ) d X = \  g ^ n d X  <  | | / o | | p | | p | ( i + n | 0 0 ) | | g  ( 2 . 7 8 )
\Jo \ J l + n
using Holder’s inequality. Further
| | ^ | ( / + n l0o ) | | g  ► 0  a s  72 > O O . ( 2 . 7 9 )
Thus A  f t .
Let E + =  (Z|r(t) > 0}. Define E  = 2?+ U(0,Z). Then E has finite measure, 
(at most 2 1 ) .  By Ryff [29, propositions 1-3], there exists a measure preserving 
transformation <j> :  E  —* E  such that r \ E o ( j )  =  t \ e - (In  this case we do not define 
t \ e  outside E). It is immediate that t \*e  =  J i \ e - Define B  : LP(E ) — >  LP(E) by 
B ( f )  —  f  0  < t> - Then B  is a bounded linear map, with ||2?|| =  1. Define 
° if t  £ E
tyn(t) l i t  £  E
Tn  £ R( f o )  Vn £ N , since <j> is measure preserving.
r n ( t )  =
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Let g £ Z/9(0,oo). Then
I r ° °
/  (r -  rn)gd\  
\Jo
< f  ((fl ~  ^n)  o (/))gdx\ +  I f  $ ngd\
J  E  I I E c
j  ^B(f i  -  ^ n)gd\  +  | ^ ngdX
Now \£n A  fi, so Btyn ^  B f  since B  is bounded. 
We have, for n £ N,
f  y ngdX <  /  <  f  $ n\g\dX <  H/ollplbl^+n,oo)||
J E C J E C J l+ n
using Holder’s inequality.
Combining the above we have that
I r°°
\ (T -  Tn)gdX 
\J 0
0 as n —> oo
that is, rn r. This completes the proof.
Corollary 1 Let fo be as above. Then R(fo)  is weakly dense in R C ( f o ) .
P roof Let r  £ R C ( f o ) .  By the proof of the previous lemma, there 
C R(fo)  such that rn A  r . This completes the proof.
Theorem  1 Let fo £ Lp(0,oo), 1 < p < oo, with fo non-negative. Let hi, 




= {w > 0, m measurable| /  (w — cr)+ <  / ( /0 — cr)+, Vcr > 0}
Jo Jo
roo
G = {u; £ Lp(0, oo)| / wh{ = cti, i =  1,..., n} 
Jo







• 5 hn £ 
i  £ R-
(2.84)
(2.85)
(i) W  is a convex, weakly compact subset of Lp(0, oo). 
(it) e x trW  f | G = R C { f0) fl G.
(Hi) convRC(fo) ( \G  = W ( \ G .
(iv) W  =  R(fo)  =  convR(fo).
P ro o f  (i) Lemma 1.
(ii) Lemma 2 and Lemma 5.
(iii) Lemma 4.
(iv) Lemma 4 yields W  = convRC(fo).  By Lemma 6 we have
W  = convRC(fo) =  convi?(/0). (2.86)
Lemma 3 gives W  = RC(fo)  . Combining this with Corollary 1 , we obtain
W  = R(fo)  • This completes the proof.
L em m a 7 For non-negative non-zero fo £ L1(0, oo), R(fo) is contained in no 
weakly compact set.
P ro o f  Zd(0,oo) is a Banach space, therefore by the Eberlein-Smulian theorem
[14, Theorem 1, page 430], weakly closed weakly sequentially compact sets are
weakly compact, and vice versa.
Define, f o r  n £ N ,
0 if t £ (0, n]
f 0(t — n) if t £ (n, oo)
Then f n £ i ? ( / o ) ,  Vn £ N.
Let A = (0, a) for some finite a > 0. Now 1a £ (L1(0,oo))* (where this
denotes the dual space of L1(0,oo)). Further,
roo
/  fn^-A ~ * 0 as n —> oo. (2.87)
f n ( t )  =  <
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Thus the only possible weak limit of { /n}JLi is the zero function.
However l(o,oo) £ (T^O, oo))* and
roo
/  / nl<o,<») =  ll/olli #  0, V n€N . (2.88)
J  0
Thus the sequence { f n}%Li has no weak limit, and it is clear that no subsequence 
of {/n}Sii has a weak limit. This completes the proof.
We state (without detailed proof) a lemma characterising the extreme points 
of a set of the form introduced in Lemma 2, for non-negative functions defined 
on the unit interval.
L em m a 8 Let non-negative f 0 E Lp(0,1), for  1 < p < oo. Let p denote 1- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure. Let /&i,...,/in E L q(0,1) (where q denotes the 
conjugate exponent of p), and let a i , . . . , a n E R. Define
w  = (to >  0| j  (w -  <j)+dfi < J  ( f o -  <r)+dfi, Vcr > 0, ||tf ||i =  ||/o |]i)
(2.89)
G = |u> G Lp(0,1)| J  whidfi = c t i ,  i =  l , . . . , n j  (2.90)
Then extr (W f]G )  =  R ( f0)r\G.
We give an outline of the proof. For w E extr (W  f) G), define
ft =  j<7 E (0 ,1)| jT (w -  <r)+dp, < JQ ( fo ~  <7) + ^ }  • (2-91)
Using the methods of Lemma 2, and noting the constraint that \\w\\i = ||/o ||i, 
we show that ft =  0. This shows that extr {W f \G )  C R(fo)f]G.  The reverse 
inclusion follows by arguments similar to those used in Lemma 5. The fact that 
W  = R(fo)w now follows by the Krein-Milman Theorem.
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C hapter 3 
E xtension  to  unbounded  
dom ains in ]Rn
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
In this chapter we extend the results of Chapter 2 to functions defined on an 
unbounded domain of Rn , n €  N. For a given function, defined on an unbounded 
domain of Rn , we give a definition for the set of rearrangements of curtailments, 
extending the concept we introduced in Chapter 2. We prove the following the­
orem:
T h e o rem  2 Let non-negative / 0 G Lp(0) for 1 < p < oo, where D C Rn is 
open and unbounded, and of infinite measure. Define
W  = {w > 0,w measurable| f  (w — <r)+d\ < f  (/ 0 — <j)+d\, Va > 0} (3.1)
Jo. Jsi
where A is a non-zero, cr-finite, positive measure, absolutely continuous with 
respect to ra-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Then
(i) R(fo)W =  convR(fo) = W.
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(ii) extrW  = RC(fo).
(iii) W is weakly compact.
The proof of the above theorem requires some results concerning measure 
preserving transformations: these are recalled below.
3.2  M easu re P reserv in g  T ransform ations
We recall the concept of a measure preserving transformation. Let (U, JF, p) and 
(V, y ,  v) be measure spaces. Let T  : U —> V  be a map.
D efin ition  T  is a measurable transformation if the inverse image of a mea­
surable set is measurable.
T  is measurability preserving if T  is a bijection, with X1, T -1 measurable 
transformations (as defined above).
T  is a measure preserving transformation if T  is measurability preserving, and 
//T -1 =  v (with respect to ^)-
A corollary to Halmos [21, Theorem C, page 163], yields the following result. 
T h e o re m  Let T  be a measure preserving transformation between measure 
spaces (X, <S,/z) and (T ,^ , v). Let g be an extended real valued function on Y,  
then
We recall the definition of an outer regular measure.
D efin itio n  Let (X, <S,/z) be a measure space, where the <r-algebra S  contains
(3.2)
in the sense that if either integral exists, then so does the other and the two are 
equal.
the Baire sets. (The Baire sets are the elements of the cr-ring generated by the 
compact Gs sets: we remark that the Baire and Borel sets co-incide for X  C Rn).
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// is an outer regular measure if for every E  G S  we have
p(E)  =  mi{n(G)\E C G , G  open, G G S}.  (3.3)
The Theorem stated below plays an integral role in extending the work of Chapter 
2 to unbounded domains in Rn .
T h e o re m  1 Let X  be an open unbounded domain in Rn , having infinite v -  
measure, where v is a non-zero a-finite outer regular measure. Further, let 
i/{x} =  0 for each set consisting of a single point x G X .  Let (0, oo) be endowed 
with Lebesgue measure. Then there exists a measure preserving transformation 
(p : (0, oo) —> X .
P ro o f  Let X  = UJJLi a disjoint union of immeasurable sets such that 
v (X n) < oo, for each n G N. (Such a disjoint union exists since u is <r-finite.) Fix 
n G N. v is an outer regular measure, therefore we can find a sequence {Um}™=1 of 
open measurable sets such that X n C Um and v(Um\ X n) =  u(Um) — v (X n) < 
for each m  G N. Writing Gn =  Hm=i we have that X n C Gn, and v(Xn) = 
v{Gn). We write Gn =  X n U Sn, where Sn has zero z/-measure. Gn is a G$ subset 
of R n (since f I  is open). [ 2 8 ,  Proposition 3 3 ,  page 164] yields that (Gn,di) is a 
complete separable metric space where d\ is a metric on Gn equivalent to the 
metric induced by Euclidean distance on Gn.
For n G N, define Yn = E^Ti1 l v {Xi)). [27, Theorem 9, page 270]
gives the existence of a measure preserving transformation \£n : Gn\ L n —» Yn\ M n 
where L n is a set of zero i/-measure, and Mn is a set of Lebesgue measure zero. 
Now X n\ L n C Gn\ L n, and n(Xn\ L n) =  Yn\ M 'n, where M'n = yn\ ^ n(Xn\L n). 
Now
: X n\ L n Yn\M'n (3.4)
is a measure preserving transformation. Ln is a set of zero i/-measure. M'n is a set
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<Pn(x)
of Lebesgue measure zero, because Sn has zero //-measure and \I/n is a measure 
preserving transformation.
We later show that there exists Jn C Yn, Jn a set of cardinal c (the cardinal 
number of the continuum) and Lebesgue measure zero, disjoint from M'n. Now 
the sets (J an<  ^ ^ n U K  both have cardinal c, and f/n U ^ n V n )  ^as
//-measure zero (using the fact that is a measure preserving transformation), 
while Jn \JM'n has Lebesgue measure zero. Let Tn : Ln U ^r“1(Jn) —► Jn \JM'n 
be a bijection (Each set has cardinal c therefore we can find such a Tn). Define
Pn • X n  ^ Yu hy
V n(x) if X G X n\(Z „ U ^ n V n ) )
Tn(x) if x €
Then <pn is a measure preserving transformation. This holds for each n 6 N. 
Define : X  —> (0, oo) by
<p\xn = Pn- (3.5)
Then <p is a measure preserving transformation, and </?_1 is a measure preserving 
transformation from (0, oo) to X .
It remains to show that there exists a set Jn of cardinal c, Lebesgue measure 
zero, Jn a subset of the interval Y%=i l an(  ^ disjoint from M'n.
This is equivalent to showing that for S  C [0,1], where fi(S) = 1 (where p denotes 
Lebesgue measure) that there exists J  C S,  where J  is a set of Lebesgue measure 
zero and cardinal c. Now S  contains a compact set K  with fi(K) =  a, where 
0 < a < 1. Define, for x € [0,1], f ( x )  =  //([0, z] f) ^Q- Then /  is continuous, 
/(0 ) =  0, / ( l )  =  a. For a  6 (0,a), define
f(a )  =  in f{x\ f(x)  = a}.  (3.6)
The intermediate value theorem yields that the set {x\ f (x )  = a} is non-empty. 
We show that
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(i) £ : (0, a) -+ if .
(ii) £ is injective.
(iii) £ is measure preserving for Lebesgue sets A  C (0, a).
Fix 0 < a  < a. Then, for every e > 0 (such that £(a) — e > 0) /(£ (« ) — e ) < a  
by the definition of £(«)• Then, for c as above, K  f)(£(c0 — e, £(<*)) has positive 
measure. Therefore £(a) is a limit point of K , whence £(a:) G K  since K  is 
compact. This shows (i).
Let £(ai) =  £(<*2)• Then by the continuity of /  we have
<*1 =  /(£ («  1)) =  /(£(<* 2 )) =  o l2. (3.7)
This shows that £ is injective.
To prove (iii), we first show that £ is measure preserving for Borel sets A  C 
(0, a). £ is an increasing, injective function, therefore £-1 is a Borel function, 
whence £ maps Borel sets to Borel sets. We define
r  =  { A c ( 0 , . ) W « A ) )  =  /.(A)}. (3.8)
It is immediate that 0 G T. Let k £ K.  Suppose [k — e, k] f | K  has positive 
measure for every e > 0. Then
£(/(*)) =  inf{z|/(a;) =  f ( k ) }  = k. (3.9)
where the last equality follows by our assumption. So k G £((0, a)). Thus we 
obtain £((0, a)) =  K  except possibly for a set of measure zero, so (0,a) G T.
Suppose A  G T. Now £((0, a)\A ) =  if\£ (A ), except possibly for a set of measure
zero, therefore
#.(««), «)\A )) =  p (K \ ( (A ))  = a -  p(£(A)) (3.10)
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=  a - f i ( A )  = fi ({0,a)\A).  (3.11)
Thus (0, a ) \A  G T. Let { A n } ^  be a sequence of members of T. We show that
UnLj ^ Without loss of generality, we assume {AnJ^Lj are disjoint. Then
,(« (H  = (3-12)
OO
=  £ m (((A„)) (3.13)
71=1
OO OO
=  £  M(An) =  m(U A n) (3.14)
71=1 71=1
where (3.13) follows because the f  (An) are disjoint by the injectivity of £. Thus 
T is a <T-algebra.
We now show that T contains the open intervals which are subsets of (0, a). 
Let (<zi,&i) C (0, a). We have
&i-<*i =  / ( f ( M ) - / ( { ( a i ) )  (3-15)
=  A o , « 6 0 ] n * ) - / d [ 0* « “i ) ] n * )  (3-16)
=  M (K (o i) ,e (6 i)]n ^ )  (3-17)
=  I* ({(«», &i)) (3-18)
where we have used the fact that £ is an increasing function. T contains the 
open intervals and is a cr-algebra, therefore it contains the Borel sets of (0,u). 
We show that T contains the Lebesgue measurable subsets of (0, a). A Lebesgue 
measurable subset E  of (0, a) is the disjoint union of a Borel set and a Lebesgue 
set of measure zero. We have previously seen that T contains the Borel sets. 
Every set of Lebesgue measure zero in (0, a) is contained in a G$ (in (0,a)) set 
of the same measure. Since T is a cr-algebra which contains the open subsets of 
(0,a), it follows that all G$ subsets of (0, a) are contained in T. A subset of a
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Borel set of measure zero is a Lebesgue set of measure zero. Therefore every set
completes the proof.
In Theorem 1, we require that the non-zero measure 77 is
(i) outer regular.
(ii) cr-finite.
(iii) r]({x}) = 0 for each x £ fi.
For a non-zero cr-finite measure z/, absolutely continuous with respect to 72- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure (which we denote //), (ii) and (iii) are immediate. 
We show (i).
The Radon-Nikodym Theorem gives the existence of a measurable finite val­
ued function /  (the Radon-Nikodym derivative) such that
nothing to prove. Otherwise, by the outer regularity of //, there exists a sequence 
{Gn)Zl i  of measurable open supersets of E , such that fJ,(Gn) —► n(E)  (note that 
we may choose the sequence such that Gn+1 C Gn). Then 1 anf  “ ► 1 e J V almost 
everywhere. The Dominated Convergence Theorem yields that
of zero Lebesgue measure in (0, a) belongs to T . Thus E  is the union of sets in 
T, therefore E  E T.
Let C  denote the Cantor set on (0, a) (without loss of generality we assume 
a G Q). C  has cardinal c, and is of zero Lebesgue measure, and is a subset of 
(0, a). Using the above results, we obtain that the set £{C) =  J , say, has cardinal 
c, is of zero Lebesgue measure, and is a subset of K , whence a subset of S. This
(3.19)
for each measurable set S. Let E  be a measurable set. If v(E) = oo, there is
(3.20)
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and appealing to (3.19), we have v(Gn) —> v{E)  as required. This shows (i). 
Thus we are able to apply Theorem 1 for non-zero cr-finite measures i/, absolutely 
continuous with respect to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
3.3  D efin itio n s and  N o ta tio n
Let 9  C R", an unbounded domain, where ft is a set of infinite measure. We 
endow ft with a non-zero cr-finite measure A absolutely continuous with respect 
to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Section 3.2 yields the existence of a measure 
preserving transformation T  : (0, oo) —► ft. Define a map A  : L P(Q)  —► L p(0, oo)
b y
A ( f )  = f o T .  (3.21)
A  is well-defined, bounded and linear, with bounded inverse A - 1 . We note that 
A  is an isometry. Furthermore, for non-negative / ,#  £ LP(Q)  we have
g £ R ( f )  if and only if A(g) £ R(A(f) ) .  (3.22)
( These properties are shown in the proof of Theorem 2).
D efin ition  Let non-negative f 0 £ Lp(ft), 1 < p < oo. Let non-negative 
g £ Lp(ft), for p as above. Then g is a rearrangement of a curtailment of fo if 
and only if A(g) is a rearrangement of a curtailment of A ( f 0). We write RC ( f o )  
for the set of rearrangements of curtailments of fo.
Using properties of A, and Chapter 2, we see that g £ R C ( f o )  if and only if 
one of the following is true:
(i) 9 e  R(fo)-
(ii) g = 0.
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(iii) there exists K  £ R  satisfying each of the following
f i d  ~  <?)+ = f  ifo ~  *)+, V a > K  (3.23)
X ( g ~ ' ( K ) ) < X ( f ; \ K ) )  (3.24)
A(a - 1(0,i<:)) =  0 (3.25)
3 .4  R earran gem en ts on  u n b ou n d ed  dom ains o f
I R n
T h e o rem  2 Let non-negative f 0 6 LP(Q), 1 < p < oo, f iC R ” open, unbounded, 
and of infinite measure. Define
W  = {in >  0, w measurable on fi| /  (w — cr)+d \  < /  ( /0 — cr)+c?A,V<7 > 0}
Jn Jn
(3.26)
where A is non-zero, a-finite, and absolutely continuous with respect to n-dimen 
-sional Lebesgue measure.
Then
(I)R( fo)  = convR(fo) = W .
(II) extrW =  RC(fo).
(III) W  is weakly compact.
P ro o f  (I) Theorem 1 shows the existence of a measure preserving transformation 
T  : (0, oo) —> fi. Define A : LP(Q) —> Lp(0, oo) by A ( f )  =  /  o T.  It is immediate 
that A  is linear. For /  6 LP(Q),
p m  = {jf\f°T\pd»Y={jf\f\p°TdtiY (3-27)
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-  { / j / l ™ } * - l l / l l , (3.28)
Thus A  is well-defined, bounded and linear. The inverse A~x : Lp(0, oo) —> Lp(fl), 
given by A~x(g) =  g o T _1, is bounded and linear by a similar calculation to the 
above. Define
poo poo
W 1 = { w > 0 \  (w — a)+dg, <  /  ((fo o T )  — a )+d//, Vcr > 0} (3.29)
Jo Jo
(where g, denotes 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure).
We aim to show the following,
(i) A(g) € W 1 if and only if g 6 W.
(ii) A(g) € convR(A(f0)) if and only if g £ conv R ( f0).
(iii) A(g) G R (A ( f0))w if and only if g G R(fo )W.
If we can show the above, we appeal to the result of Theorem 1, Chapter 2, 
yielding R ( A ( f o ) ) W =  convR(A(fo)) = W 1. This implies that
R ( f o T  =  convR(fo) = W. (3.30)
To show (i), let g G W . Now g >  0, therefore 5 f o T > 0 ( T i s a  measure preserving 
transformation). Moreover, for any a  > 0,
f  (g -  cr)+d\ < f  ( f o -  o)+d\. (3.31)
Jn Jn
By Halmos [21, Theorem 2, page 163], it follows that
roo roo
/  (g — <t)+ o  Tdg < /  (fo — <r)+ o  Td/i, V<7 > 0. (3.32)
Jo Jo
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Rewriting the above inequality,
poo poo
/  (g o T  — cr)+dfj, <  /  ( /  o T  — a)+dfi, V<r > 0 (3.33)Jo Jo
whence A(g ) E W 1. The reverse implication follows by a similar argument.
To show (ii), let g E conv_R(/0). Then there exists a sequence with
gn E convR(fo)  Vrc E N , such that \\gn — g\\p — > 0. For each n E N, gn is a 
convex combination of members of R(fo).  It follows from the measure preserving 
properties of T  that h E R(fo) if and only if A(h ) E R(A(fo)).  A is a linear map. 
Therefore A(gn) is a convex combination of members of R (A ( f0)). Moreover
||A(gn) -  A(g)\\p = \ \gn -  g\\p -> 0 as n -> oo. (3.34)
Thus A{g) E conv R (A ( f0)). The reverse implication may be shown in an analo­
gous manner.
To show (iii), suppose g 0  R(fo)W• Then there exists Ui, a weak neighbour­
hood of g such that U\ f l ^ / o )  =  0- ( We assume U\ is weakly open without loss 
of generality). A is a homeomorphism from the weak topology of LP(Q) to the 
weak topology of Lp(0, oo). Thus A{U\) is a weakly open neighbourhood of A(g). 
Suppose that A(Ui) f] R (A ( f0)) ^  0. Then there exists h E A(U\) f]R(A(fo)).  
Further A~l h E Uif \R(fo) ,  which contradicts our original supposition. Thus
A ({7 i)n #(A (/0)) =  0, so A(g) £  R (A ( f0))w.
For the reverse implication we may use an argument similar to the above, or 
simply note;
If g E R(fo)W, g G convi?(/0). Then by (ii), A(g) E convR(A(/0)). But 
Theorem 1, Chapter 2 yields
convR(A(/0)) =  R (A ( f0))W. (3.35)
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yj _ _
Thus A(g) E R(A(fo))  . This completes the proof of (iii).
(II) We aim to prove the following
(iv) A(g) E extrW 1 if and only if g E extrW.
To prove (iv), let A(g) E extrW 1. Let <71, <72 £ W , and A E (0,1) be such that
g = (1 -  \)gi +  \ g 2. (3.36)
A is a linear map, whence
A(g) =  (1 — A)A(^i) -f XA(g2). (3.37)
A{g) E extr W 1, thus A(g) = A(gi) =  A(g2). Injectivity of A  yields g = gi = g2. 
Thus g E extrW. The reverse implication follows by a similar argument.
By definition A[g) E R C ( A ( f o ) )  if and only if g E RC( f o ) .
Theorem 1 of Chapter 2 states that extrW 1 =  R C ( A ( f o ) ) ,  thus we may 
conclude extrW  =  RC( f o ) .
(III) A -1 is a homeomorphism from the weak topology of Lp(0 , 00) to the 
weak topology of LP(Q). W 1 is weakly compact (Theorem 1, Chapter 2), thus 
A~1{W 1) is weakly compact. By the proof of part(I), A~l {Wl ) =  W.  Thus W  
is weakly compact. This completes the proof.
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C hapter 4 
R earrangem ents o f Lr functions
In Burton [7, Theorem 6] and Burton and Ryan [10, Lemma 5] respectively, it 
was shown that for non-negative v £ -^ (J), where I  denotes the unit interval, 
we have
(i) R(v)W = convR(v).
(ii) R(v)w = {w > 0| fo w* < fos v*,Vs,0 < s < 1, IMIi =  IMIi}-
We cannot use the methods of Chapter 2 when seeking unbounded domain 
analogues of the above results. Lemma 7 of Chapter 2 yields that for non­
negative, non-zero f 0 £ L1(0,oo), R ( f o ) W is contained in no weakly compact 
set.
We prove the following theorems;
Theorem  1 For non-negative / 0 £ L1(0,oo), R ( f o ) W is convex (therefore we 
have convR(fo) = R ( f 0)W).
Theorem  2 Let non-negative fo £ L 1{0 ,i/), where fi C Rn is an unbounded set 
of infinite z/-measure, and v is a non-zero, (j-finite measure absolutely continuous 
with respect to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Then
(i) R ( f o ) W is convex (whence conv_ft(/0) =  R ( f 0) w).
(ii) R(fo)W is contained in no weakly compact set unless fo = 0.
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Theorem  3 For fo, fi, v as in Theorem 2, define
W  = {w > 0| f  (w -  a)+dv < f  ( f 0 -  a)+dv,V(T > 0 , \\w\h =  ||/o||i}- (4.1)
Jn Jn
Then
(i) W  is closed, bounded and convex.
(ii) R f j o T  c  w.
Theorem 1 follows using an approximation argument. This work is extended 
in Theorem 2 via the properties of measure preserving transformations discussed 
in Chapter 3. The last theorem follows by standard analysis. We have not been 
able to show that R(fo) =  W.
T h e o rem  1 Let fo be non-negative, fo € T1(0,oo). Then R(fo)W is convex, 
whence convR(fo) = R(fo)W.
P ro o f  (i) Let g, denote 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure. We later show that
'Uj
for / i ,/2  G R ( f 0), 0 <  A <  1, we have (1 — A)/i +  Af 2 G R ( f o )  • Assuming this
to be true, we now show R(fo)W is convex. Let / i ,  /2 G R{fo)W,and let 0 < A < 1.
Let U be a convex weak neighbourhood of 0. Then, by the definition of weak 
closure
(fi + U ) f ] R ( f 0) ^ $  (4.2)
( /2 +  C / ) r W o ) ^ 0  (4.3)
Let gi G ( /i  +  U) fl R{ f o) ,  92 G (/2 U)f) R( f o ) .  Then
{(1 — A)#i +  Xg2 +  U} P) R{ f o )  -f- 0 (4.4)
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by the above result. That is, there exists
h G {(1 — A)gi -f A^ 2 +  U} P | R(fo). (4-5)
Therefore
h € {(1 -  \ ) h  + (1 -  \ )U  + \ f 2 + \ U  + U } f )  R ( f0) (4.6)
and using the convexity of U we have
h G {(1 — A)/i +  A/2 +  2f7} P | R(fo ). (4-7)
Thus (1 -  A)/i + Af 2 G R ( f 0) •
It remains to show that for f i , f 2 €  7?(/o), A G (0,1) we have (1 — A) f i  +  A/ 2 G
0  fc- i -fcA <  x  <
w 2 m  —  2 m
n  £ = I  C r  <  fc~ 1+ A2771 2m
/ y _ £  l  n  *?-i+a <  r  <  A .' V1 (1 —A) / 2m / 2m ^  X — 2m
R(fo) . Let non-negative /  G ZA(0,00). For m  G N, define
f ( *  _ l  ( 1  _  <  x  <  fe~ 1+ A
m  \  ^ v A '  A /  2 m /  2™ ^  X — 2™
for k G N.
Smf(x)  = 
for fc G N.
Then for each m  G N, Tm/  is a rearrangement of /(A -1 z) and 5m/  is a
rearrangement of / ( ( l  — A)-1#). Thus Tmf i  +  Smf 2 G R(fo), each m  G N. It
remains to show that
Tmfi +  s mf2 A  A/i +  (1 -  A)/2 (4.8)
Let e > 0 be given. We can choose N  G N such that
r 00






An immediate consequence is
roo
/  Tmfi +  Smf 2d(l < JN (4.11)
Firstly, we show that
T m f i  +  S m f 2\(0,N] A / i  +  (1 — X ^ f 2 |(0,AT] a s  TTl —> OO (4.12)
weakly in L1(0,A^]. Let V  denote the set of step functions on (0, AT], with dis­
continuities only at dyadic rationals. Let f , g  G V. Let yi,....,t// be the points 
of discontinuity of g . Then yj = for 1 <  j  < /, where /?j, qj G N. Let 
7 =  maxj=i )...)/{/^ j}. We show that
f  Tmfgdg  =  A f  fgdg, for m > 7 
Jo Jo
(4.13)
Let m > 7 . Then g is constant on the intervals for k = 1 , 2 , N2m.
Therefore, for 1 < k < N2m
f c - l  +  A
f  2  TTl t  “2  T n  r  O TTl
Ji=kTmfg d i i=  I fgdn  = \ l  fgdp  (4.14)
2  t t i 2 m  2 771
Thus (4.13) holds.
Now let /  G V, and let g G L°°(0,N]. There exists g^  G V  such that 
\\9 ~  9*\\2  < t. Then
<
r N  r N
/ Tmfgdg -  X fgd\i 
Jo Jo
f  Tmfg*dg -  f  Tmfgdji +  f  Tmfg*dy, -  X f  fg*dg




r N  r N
X /  f g * d g  -  X f g d g  
Jo Jo
r N  r N
/  T m f g ^ d g  -  X f g * d g  
Jo Jo<  \ \ T m f \ \ 2 \ \ g *  -  g \ \2  +
+  All /I |2|b# ~g\\2
<  e||rm/||2 + c + cA||/||2




r N  r N
/  Tmf g d v  -* A / f g d v  
Jo Jo
as m  —> 00 (4.19)
for all /  E V ,  for all g  E T°°(0, N].
Now let non-negative /  E T1(0, N].  Let g  E L°° ( 0 , N] .  There exists f *  E V  
such that || f *  — / | | i  <  e. Then
<
/  T mf g d g  -  X j  f g d g  
Jo Jo
!  T m f g d g  -  f  Tmf * g d g  
Jo Jo
r N  r N
A I f * g d g  -  X f g d g  
Jo Jo
(4.20)
+ f N T mf * g d »  -  X f N f *gdp .  
Jo Jo
< \\Tmf - T mf * \ \ 1\\g\\00 +
+ W # - / | | i | | «7 l U
< 2Ae||# ||00 +  e





for m > noting that E V  and using equation (4.19). Thus we have
T m / | ( 0,jv] A / | ( 0,jv] (4.24)
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for non-negative /  £ i>1(0, oo). Similarly we can show that
Smf\(0,N] (1 — A)/|(o,iV] (4.25)
for /  as above. Combining the above results we see that
Tmf i  +  Smf 2\(o,N] A/i +  (1 -  X)f2\(o,N] as m —> oo (4.26)
Finally, for g £ Z,°°(0, oo),
J roo roo
' (T m f i  +  S mf 2)gdfX -  /  ( Xf l  +  (1 -  A ) f 2)gdfi
0 Jo
f  {Tmfi  +  S mf 2)gdg -  j  (Afx + (1 -  A) f 2)gdg
Jo Jo
1 roo roo
+  I {Tmfi  +  Smf2)gdg\  +  | I ( A / i  +  ( 1  — X)f2)gdg,
\ J n  J n




for m  sufficiently large. This completes the proof.
T h e o rem  2 Let non-negative fo £ T1(n, v) where f i C R " ,  an unbounded set of 
infinite v-measure, where the non-zero a-finite measure v is absolutely continu­
ous with respect to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Then
(i) R{fo) is convex, whence convR{fo) = R{fo) .
(») R(fo) is contained in no weakly compact set unless fo = 0.
P ro o f  (i) Theorem 1 of Chapter 3 shows the existence of a measure preserving 
transformation T  from the half-line with Lebesgue measure to 0  with measure 
v. Define A  : L}{Q) —» L1(0,oo) by
A ( f )  = f o T . (4.30)
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A is bounded and linear, with ||A || =  1. The inverse A~1 : T1(0,oo) —* T1(H), 
given by A~1(g) = g o T -1 is also bounded and linear. A  is a homeomorphism 
between the weak topologies of L1(Q) and T1(0, oo). We show that
w E R(fo)W if and only if A(w)  E R (A ( f0))w. (4-31)
Let w E R(fo)W. Let U be a weak neighbourhood of A(w). Then A~l (U) is a 
weak neighbourhood of w (A-1 is a homeomorphism between the weak topologies 
of ZA(0, oo) and L1(H)). Therefore
A - l U f ) R ( f 0)^<b (4.32)
whence
t f n * ( A ( / o ) ) # 0 .  (4.33)
Thus A(w)  E R(A(fo)).  The reverse implication follows by a similar argument. 
This verifies (4.31).
Let w i ,w 2 E R{fo)W, and let A E (0,1). Then by (4.31) A(w i) ,A ( w2) E 
R (A ( f0))W. Further, by convexity of R(A(fo))W (this was shown in Theorem 1), 
AA(tui) +  (1 — A)A(w2) E R ( A ( f0))W. By linearity of A, A(Xwi +  (1 — A)w2) E 
R(A(fo))w. Appealing to (4.31), we have Au;i +  (1 — A)u;2 E R(fo)W. This 
completes the proof.
ID
(ii) Suppose, for a contradiction, that R(fo ) is contained in a weakly compact 
set S. Then
T p C / o F  =  A iR i fo T )  C A(S)  (4.34)
where A(S)  is a weakly compact set since A is a homeomorphism between the 
weak topologies of L 1(fi) and ZA(0, oo). This contradicts Lemma 7 of Chapter 2. 
This completes the proof.
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T h e o re m  3 For non-negative f 0 6 L}(Vt,v), Vt, v as in Theorem 2, we define 
W  = {w >  0| I  (w -  cr)+dv < f  ( f o -  a)+du, V<r > 0, \\w\h =  | | / 0||i} (4.35) 
Then
(i) W  is bounded, closed and convex.
(n )R ( fo )  C W .
P ro o f  (i) W  is clearly bounded. For fixed a > 0, we define the map ^  : 
L1(n) —» R by
1M / )  = f  ( / ~ cr) + ^ -  (4.36)Jn
is convex (immediate) and lower semicontinuous (follows by Fatou’s Lemma). 
Finally if C W  and wn -+ w we have
| H | i  =  || lim iwn||i =  lim ||u>n||i =  ||/o ||i (4.37)
71—t-OO 71—*-00 1 1 V '
and if wi, w2 £ W,  A £ (0,1)
||(1 — A)u;i +  Ait;2||i =  /  (1 — X)w\dv +  [  \ w 2dv (4.38)
Jn Jn
= (1 -  A) f  wxdv +  A f  w2dv =  ||/o ||i. (4.39)
Combining the above results, W  is convex and closed.
(ii) For w £ R(fo ), for all a  > 0 we have
f  (w -  a)+dv = f  ( f o ~  o)+dv. (4.40)
Jn Jn
Applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem, we obtain
/ wdv =  lim I (w — cr)+dv = lim / (fo — er)+di/ =  / fodv (4-41)
Jn Jn <7—»-o Jn Jn
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that is, ||tu||i =  ||/o ||i- Thus w £ W .  W  is a weakly closed set that contains 
R(fo) ,  thus R ( f o ) W C W . This completes the proof.
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C hapter 5
A n equivalent characterisation  
o f th e  weak closure
5.1 In tro d u ctio n
In Burton and Ryan [10, Lemma 5], it was shown that for non-negative v €  LP{I), 
where I  denotes the unit interval and 1 < p < oo, that
R(v)w = {w > 0| f  w*dp <  f  v*dp, for all 0 < s < 1, \\w\\i = |M |i}. (5.1)
Jo Jo
In Chapters 2 and 4 we have seen that for non-negative / 0 G Lp(0, oo), 1 < p < 
oo,
{w > 0| JS°(w-cr)+dfi < f ^ ° ( fo - a ) +dfjt, V<7 > 0} ^
=  R( fo)  if 1 < p < oo
C R{fo)  if P = 1
We seek to show that the weak closure of the set of rearrangements can be 
characterised by a set of the form used in Burton and Ryan [10]. (The restriction 
that the 1-norms are equal must be discarded for Lp functions, 1 < p < oo, 
defined on the half-line: note the zero function is in the weak closure of the set
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of rearrangements.)
We prove the following theorem;
Theorem  1 For non-negative fo E Lp(0, oo), 1 < p < oo, we define
roo roo
W  = {w > 0| /  (w — cr)+dfi < /  ( f0 -  <r)+d//,V<7 > 0} (5.2)
Jo Jo
W 1 = {w > 0| f  w*dfi < f  fodfi,Vs > 0} (5.3)
Jo Jo
Then W  = W \
We prove Theorem 1 by showing that the functions, a —► / 0°°(w — <r)+d/i and
s —> /0' s have extensions to functions defined on the real line which are
conjugate convex functions. The theory of such functions shows the equivalence 
of W  and W 1. Note that our new characterisation of the weak closure of the set 
of rearrangements may be proved directly (if somewhat lengthily) by modifying 
the methods used by Burton and Ryan [10].
In Theorem 2 we prove an analogous result to the above, for non-negative Lp 
functions defined on the real line.
5.2 P r o o f  o f  T h eorem  1
T h e o rem  1 Let be non-negative fo E Lp(0, oo), for  1 < p < oo. Let (i denote 
1-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Define
roo roo
W  = {w > 0,u; measurable\ /  (w — <j)+ < (fo — 0")+, V<7 > 0}(5.4)Jo Jo
W 1 = {w > 0,w measurable\ f  w*dfi < f  /gd/i, Vs > 0} (5-5)
Jo Jo
where h* denotes the decreasing rearrangement of h on the half-line. Then 
W 1 =  W <
=  R( f o )  i f  1 <  p  <  oo
in
D  R( f o)  i f p  =  1
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where the relations in brackets follow by previous results.
F(a)  =  4 
F0(<r)
P ro o f  Note that it may be shown that W 1 C Lp(0, oo). Let non-negative w E
Lp(0, oo) for p as above. Define, for a E R,
f£°(w — cr)+dfj, if a > 0 
oo if <j < 0
_  J  /o°°(/o -  cr)+dp if o >  0
oo if a  < 0
It is immediate that F  and Fo are non-negative functions. Let 01,02 E R,
and let A E (0,1). If (1 — A)<7i +  \ a 2 < 0, then either (j\ < 0 or a2 < 0. Therefore
we have
F (( l  — A)oi +  A cr2) = oo =  (1 — A)F(cri) +  A F(a2) (5.6)
If (1 — A)<Ji +  \cr2 = 0, then either cr\ = a2 = 0, else cf\ < 0 or cr2 < 0. The
following formula then holds, with equality in the first case, and the right hand 
side being infinite in the second:
F(( 1 -  A)<7! +  A(72) < (1 -  A)F((71) +  XF(a2). (5.7)
If (1 — A)<7i +  A<t2 > 0, then
roo
F((  1 — A)<j i +  \<72) =  /  {w — (1 — A)ai — A <J2)+dfi (5.8)
Jo
roo roo
< (1 — A) / (t« — cri)+dfj, +  A / (w — a2)+dp (5.9)
Jo Jo
< ( l - X ) F ( a 1) F X F ( a 2). (5.10)
Thus F  (and similarly F0) is convex.
Let a  E R .  Consider the set T(a) =  {cr\F(cr) < a} If a < 0, r ( a )  =  0. For
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a  > 0, a  <  /0°° wdfi,
AOO
T (a )  =  { a \  /  (w; — <j)+d// <  a }
Jo (5.11)
which is a closed set because the function cr —> f£°(w — a)+dfx is continuous on 
(0,oo) (this was shown in the proof of Theorem 2, Chapter 2). If a > /0°° wdfi 
(if this is possible) T(a) =  [0, oo), which is closed. Thus F  (and similarly To) is 
lower semi continuous.
Thus F  and F0 are non-negative, convex, lower semicontinuous functions. 
Ekeland and Temam [15, Proposition 3.1, page 14, page 17, and Proposition 4.1, 
page 18] yields that
F(cr) < F o ( c r ) ,  V c r  6  R if and only if F&(s) > F f  ( 5 ) ,  V 5  6  R. (5.12)
G(s) =  ■ 
Gq(s ) =
where H& denotes the conjugate function of H .
For s £ R, we define
—00 if s < 0
Jq w*dfi if s > 0
—00 if s <  0
, Jo f o dV i f   ^ >  0
We show that F*(s)  =  —G(—s) (respectively Fq:(s) = —Go(—s)) for all 
5  £  R.
Let s > 0. w 6 Lp(0, 00), therefore F(cr) —> 0 as cr —> 00. Therefore we have
F*(s)  = sup {5<j — F(a)}  =  00 =  —G(—s).
cr€K
(5.13)
Let 5 =  0. As noted above, F(a)  —» 0 as a —> 00, therefore
F*(  0) =  sup{—F(<t)} =  0 =  —G(0).
a e  IB
(5.14)
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We now consider s < 0. w* is a rearrangement of w (by definition), therefore 
by the characterisation of the set of rearrangements given in Eydeland, Spruck 
and Turkington [17] we have
roo roo
/  (w — a)+dfi =  /  (w* — a)+dfi (5.15)
Jo Jo
for all positive values of a. We use this fact in the estimates below. For a > 
w*(—s ), we have
r—s roo
G(—s) — F(a)  =  / w*dfi — (w — a)+d/r (5.16)
Jo Jo
r—s roo
=  / w*dfi — / (w* — <r)+dfi (5.17)
Jo Jo
=  G L i { w  >  a} +  /  w*dii (5.18)
J{xe (0 , - s ) \w * (x )< a}
< <7fi{w >  cr} +  a(—s — fi{w >  cr}) =  — as. (5.19)
For 0 < cr =  w*(—s ),
r — s roo
G(—s) — F(<r) =  I w*dfi — (w — a)+dn (5.20)
Jo Jo
r — s roo
=  /  w*dfi — I (w* — cr)+dfi =  —as. (5.21)
Jo Jo
For 0 < a <  w*(—s ), we have
r —s roo
G(—s) — F(a) = /  w*dfi — (w — a)+dfi (5.22)
Jo  Jo
r—s roo
=  /  w*dfi — /  (w* — a)+dfj, (5.23)
Jo Jo
/oo (w* — a)+d(i < —as. (5.24)
- S
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Finally, for a < 0,
G(—s) — F(a) = f  w*dfi — oo =  —oo < —as. (5.26)
Jo
Combining the above, we see that
G(—s) — F(a) < —a s , Vcr G R (5.27)
with equality holding in (5.27) for a =  iu*(—5). Therefore
sup{<7 s — F(a)} = —G(—s) (5.28)
<7£R
whence,
F*(s)  =  - G ( - s ) ,  Vs € R  (5.29)
A similar argument shows that Fg (s) =  —G o ( — s),Vs £ R .  Appealing to (5.12),
we see
F(cr) < Fo(a), Vcr G R if and only if G^s) <  Go(.s), Vs G R. (5.30)
For w G VF, we have F(cr) <  Fq((t),V<t G R. For w G VF1, we have G(s) < 
(jo(s),Vs G R. Thus (5.30) yields that VF =  W 1. This completes the proof.
5.3 S ym m etric  d ecreasin g  rearrangem ents on  
M
An analogue of Theorem 1 exists for non-negative functions defined on the real 
line. We define the (essentially unique) symmetric decreasing rearrangement of 
a non-negative function.
D efin itions Let non-negative /  be a Lebesgue measurable function defined on 
R. We define the distribution function of /  by
F(a)  = ^ ( / _1 [a, oo)) (5.31)
where \i denotes Lebesgue measure. The symmetric decreasing rearrangement of
/ ,  denoted / A, is defined by
max{a > 0|F(o;) >  2|s|} when this exists
0 otherwise
Thus each set / _1[a, oo) is replaced by an interval of the same measure,
symmetric about the origin.
T h eo rem  2 Let non-negative fo £ LP(R) for  1 < p < oo. Let p. denote 1- 
dimensional Lebesgue measure. Define
f A (s) = \
W
W
=  {tu >  0| f  (w — a)+dfi < f  (fo — cr)+d/z,V<j > 0} (5.32)J R J R
1 =  {w > 0| /  wAdfi < [  f Adfi,\/s > 0} (5.33)
J — S  J—s
where hA denotes the symmetric decreasing rearrangement o fh.  Then 
W 1 = W
= R(fo)W for  1 < p < oo
D R(fo) for p = 1 
where the relations in brackets follow by previous results.
P ro o f  Let non-negative w £ Lp(R) for p as above. Define, for a  £ R,
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F{&) =
f K(w — cr)+dfi if a > 0
oo if cr < 0
F0((t) =  <
For s £ R, we define 
G(s) =
/ .( /o  -  if <r >  0
oo if cr < 0
—oo if s < 0
\  f l s wAd/j, if s > 0
G q ( s )  —
—oo if s < 0
\  f-s  /oAdn if 3 >  0 
The methods of the proof of Theorem 1 of this Chapter yield that
F(cr) < Fo(cr),Vcr € R if and only if G(s) < Gq(s), Vs € R.
This completes the proof.
(5.34)
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C hapter 6 
V ortices in a P ip e and sets o f  
R earrangem ent s
6.1 In trod u ction
We consider a variational problem, proposed by Benjamin [3], arising from a 
boundary value problem for an axisymmetric steady vortex ring in an ideal fluid 
flowing along an infinite pipe. The variational functional is shown to attain a 
maximum relative to the weak closure of the set of rearrangements of a fixed 
function, for all positive values of a parameter. The results obtained in Chapter 
3 show that all maximisers belong to the set of rearrangements of curtailments 
of the original function.
We consider an ideal (inviscid and incompressible) fluid flowing without body 
forces. In view of the symmetry we work in a plane infinite strip, therefore we 
define
Cl =  {(z,y) G R2|0 < y < R} (6.1)
where R  > 0 is fixed, and we endow Cl with the measure having Radon-Nikodym 
derivative 27ry with respect to plane Lebesgue measure.
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Let h denote the fluid velocity field. The vorticity scalar field f  is defined by
curl h = £k (6-2)
where k is a fixed unit vector perpendicular to the plane. In all axisymmetric
(including unsteady) motions, the functions ^ at any two instants are rearrange­
ments of one another. An incompressible flow satisfies div h = 0 in Q. Subject 
to suitable regularity assumptions, a stream function u exists, satisfying
h = ( - u y, —~ux J (6.3)
V V
and using (6.2) we obtain
— I U y  I « V-XX'
y y \ y  J y y2
A differential operator C is defined on 0  by
(6.4)
Cu — j U y  J _ uxx'
y \ y  Jy y2
We seek solutions of
Cu =  9{u) (6-6)
for some functions u and 9. (6.6) is the equation for the stream function of a 
steady flow. (A steady flow arises when there is some functional dependence 
between Cu and u.) For a solution u to the problem to be studied, where u 
represents the stream function, the vortex core is the region where Cu > 0. At 
infinity the fluid velocity approaches a uniform stream of speed A relative to the 
vortex core.
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We define an inverse K  for C by
C K v = v on fl (6.7)
and K v  = 0 on dSl for v £ Lp(£l), for suitable p (see Lemma 1). The boundary 
condition K v  is a constant is equivalent to requiring that the velocity field is 
tangential at the boundary. We take the constant to be zero. We can characterise 
K v  as the unique minimiser for u € H  (where H  is defined in Section 6.2) of the 
functional
\ L^Vu?dv ~ Luvdv (6 -8)
where v denotes the measure having density 2Try with respect to plane Lebesgue 
measure (see Lemma 1).
Benjamin’s proposal was to seek extremals of the energy relative to an invari­
ant set R(fo)- For A > 0 and v £ LP(Q) we consider the following variational 
functional
^ a (v) ~  \  !  vKvdv  — t-A f  vy2dv. (6.9)2 Jn 2 Jn
The former term  of the functional represents kinetic energy and the latter mo­
mentum. It may be shown that
— f  vKvdp = — f  \h\2 dv. (6.10)
2 Jn 2 Jci
We prove the following theorem;
T h e o rem  1 Let / 0 be non-zero and non-negative, / 0 £ L 2(ft) f | LP(H), 1 < p < 
2. Then for any A > 0,
(i) attains a maximum value relative to R(fo)
(ii) All maximisers of ^a  relative to R(fo)  are members of RC(fo).
To show the above, we construct a maximising sequence for \&a relative to
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R(fo) , with each function equal to its Steiner symmetrisation. (We recall this 
concept in Section 6.3.) R(fo)W is weakly sequentially compact, therefore the 
sequence has a subsequential weak limit (which is Steiner symmetric). The weak 
upper semi continuity of ^a  with respect to the Steiner symmetric elements of 
R(fo)W yields the existence of a maximiser. We have not been able to show 
that the maximiser is unique. is a strictly convex function, therefore any
yj
maximiser is an extreme point of R(fo) . Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 yields that 
extr R(fo)W = RC(fo ), which shows Theorem 1 (ii).
Burton [9] considered the variational functional \I/a with the constraint set the 
set of rearrangements of a fixed function with bounded support. It was shown 
that \Pa attains a maximum relative to the set of rearrangements for all sufficiently 
small A, whereas for A tending to infinity, maximising sequences relative to the 
set of rearrangements were shown to tend weakly to 0 in L2(H). Theorem 1 
extends this work. Properties of the maximising functions are discussed in the 
next chapter.
The proof of the theorem stated above requires some results concerning Steiner 
symmetrisation. These are recalled in the section 6.3.
6.2 D efin ition s and N ota tion
In this section we write LP(Q, rj) for the Lp space defined by a measure 77. // will 
denote plane Lebesgue measure. We seek a space appropriate to the study of K . 
This choice is guided by Burton [9, Section 3], who was in turn guided by Amick 
and Fraenkel [2, Section 2.2].
D efin ition  Let H  be the completion of the test functions on Q with the scalar 
product
< u , v > j j =  j  y~2Vu.Vvdi/. (6*11)Jn
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ft is a strip, therefore the Hilbert space H  is embedded in Hq(Q,, //), where plane 
Lebesgue measure is used to define Hq(SI, fi). By the Sobolev Embedding Theo­
rem we have Hq(Q, fi) is embedded in Lp(fi, fi) for 2 < p < oo. Moreover LP(Q, fi) 
is embedded in Lp(fl, v) since the Radon-Nikodym derivative of v with respect to 
fi is bounded above by a positive constant on H. Combining the above we obtain 
that H  is embedded in LP(Q, v) for 2 < p < oo, for some embedding constant C. 
D efin ition  Let (n,y,z/) be a measure space, let 1 <  p < oo, and let q be the 
conjugate exponent of p. A bounded linear operator K  : Lp(fl) —> Lq(£l) will be 
called symmetric if
/  uKwdv = f  wKudv  (6.12)
Jo. Jn
for all u and w 6 LP(Q).
6.3 S teiner S ym m etrisation
Let v be non-negative, v £ Lp(fl, z/), 1 <  p < oo. We define the Steiner sym­
metrisation v* of v with respect to the line x =  0 to be the essentially unique 
non-negative function in such that for each a  > 0 and almost every
y 6 (0, R)  the set
{x\v*(x, y) > a}  (6.13)
is an interval with centre 0, whose length equals the linear (1-dimensional 
Lebesgue) measure of the set
{x\v(x, y) > a}. (6-14)
For almost every y £ (0,i£), the Steiner symmetrisation v* obeys
v*(x,y) = v * ( -x ,y )  (6.15)
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v*(x1,y) >v*(x2,y)  (6.16)
for 0 <  X\ < x 2, x, X\ and x 2 G M. It is immediate that v* is a rearrangement of 
v (with respect to u).
We require some results on Steiner symmetrisation. Let non-negative / ,  g € 
LP(Q, i/), for p as above. For every y G (0, R ) define
fy(x ) = f ( x ,v)  (6-17)
9yix ) = g(x ,y)  (6.18)
Crowe, Zweibel and Rosenbloom [13, Corollary 1], yields that
ll/yA -9 y \ \p  < \ \ fy-9y\ \p  almost every y G (0,R)  (6.19)
where hA denotes the symmetric decreasing rearrangement of h on (—oo, oo).
By Fubini’s theorem, we obtain
\\r -  9*\\p < \\f -  9\\p (6 .20)
where f*,g* denote the Steiner symmetrisation of f,g respectively, in the sense 
described above.
Let /  be as above, and let non-negative h G L9(f2,z/), where q denotes the 
conjugate exponent of p. Then we have
f  fhdy, < f  f*h*d/j,. (6.21)
Jn Jn
This inequality follows by similar reasoning to that used to obtain (6.20), us­
ing Crowe, Zweibel and Rosenbloom [13, Theorem 3], or alternatively Hardy, 
Littlewood and Polya [22, pages 260-299].
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We state a result on Steiner symmetrisation from Appendix I of Fraenkel and 
Berger [18], where v* was defined as above for non-negative continuous functions 
v with compact supports, and then defined for a general non-negative L2 function 
by approximation in the 2-norm. It is easily verified that the two definitions are 
equivalent for non-negative v £ Fraenkel and Berger studied functions
defined on a half-plane, but their results are equally applicable to functions on 
the strip Q. For non-negative u € JT, (H  defined as in Section 6.2) we have 
u* 6 H  and further
llu*l|/f < IMItf- (6.22)
6.4 E x isten ce  o f  m axim isers
Lem m a 1 Kv is well-defined for v £ Lp(Q,v), where 1 < p < 2. Further 
K  : v) —> H  is bounded and linear.
P ro o f  Let v be as above, and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. We verify 
that K v  is the unique minimiser for u £ H  of the functional
\ Lv^u?dv - Luvdv- ( 6 - 2 3 )
Applying Holder’s inequality and the embedding discussed in Section 6.2 to the 
above functional for u £ H,  we obtain
\ \ \ u W h ~ J a u v d v  ^  ^ I M I h -  I M W M I t  ( 6 -2 4 )
> ^ IM Iif-C IM Ip lM U  -> oo as IMIjj -» 00.(6.25)
Thus the functional is coercive on H. Further, it is strictly convex by the strict 
convexity of ||. |||/ , and it is weakly lower semicontinuous on H. Combining the 
above we obtain the existence of a unique minimiser, uq £ H  say, of the functional.
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The Frechet derivative of the functional on H  at uo is identically zero. There­
fore
f  — 'VuQ.Vhdi/ = f  vhdi/, \/h ( E  H  (6.26)
Jn y2 Jn
whence
/  ^ V u o . V t d v  =  f  v<f>dv, V<j> € C0°°(fi) (6.27)
Jn yz Jn
therefore
f  uQC4>dv =  f  v<j>dv, \/(/> € C™(Q). (6.28)
Jn Jn
Thus Cuq = v in the weak sense, that is K v  = u0.
By considering u = 0 for the functional (6.23), we obtain
inf — /  — \Wu\2du — f  uvdv < 0. (6.29)
^ 2 7 ^ 2 '  1 J n  ~  v '
Thus we have
t:IM Ih  < /  Uovdv < \\u0\\g\\v\\p < C\\u0\\H\\v\\p (6.30)
z Jn
whence
\\Kv\\H < C\\v\\p. (6.31)
Thus K  : Tp(fi, v) —> H  is bounded. K  is clearly linear. This completes the
proof.
L em m a 2 K  : Lp(£l,v) —► H  is a positive (with respect to the usual order on 
function spaces) symmetric map, for p satisfying 1 < p <  2.
P ro o f  Let non-negative v E Lp(Q,v), p as above. Then K v  > 0 by arguments 
we defer to the next chapter. (This result is shown in Lemma 2 of Chapter 7).
We show K  is a symmetric operator. Let non-negative ui, V2 E Lp(0,, v), p as 
above. By Lemma 1, there exists Ui,U2 E H  such that Cu\ = v\ and Cu2 =  V2 in
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the distributional sense. We show that
f  u \C u i d v  =  f  — (6.32)
J n  J n  y z
Let {0n}^_i C CJ°(n) be a sequence of test functions such that </)n —► Wi in 
H. By the Sobolev Embedding Theorem [1, Theorem 5.4B, page 97] we have 
<f>n —► Ui in Lq(Q,p) where q denotes the conjugate exponent of p. Moreover, 
(j>n —> in L q(Q, */). Note that U2 G L7.
We have </>n —► iq in Lq(Q, v) and <j>n —► ifi in L7, therefore
/ uiCu2<lv =  lim / SnCu2dv (6.33)
Jn  n-*°° Jn
=  lim f  ~ r V V u2dv (6.34)
Jn  y
=  f  —VuiVu2di/ (6.35)
Jn  y *
This verifies (6.32). 
Now by (6.32),
Rewriting yields
/ UiCv,2dv =  / u2Cu\dv, (6.36)
Jn  Jn
f  ViKv2dv = f  v2Kvidv  (6.37)
Jn  Jn
whence A" is a symmetric operator. This completes the proof.
L em m a 3 For A > 0, define
= (6.38)
where non-negative £ E Lp(Q,i/), 1 < p < 2.
Let £* denote the Steiner Symmetrisation (with respect to the y-axis) of £.
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Then
* a( D  >  * a(0- (6-39)
P ro o f  For non-negative w E Lp(il, v \  p as above, we first show that
/  w*Kw*du > f  wKwdv.  (6.40)
Jn Jn
From Lemma 1, we know K w  6 H.  Using the methods of the proof of Lemma 
2, we can show
f  — 'VKw'VKwdu  =  f  KwCKwdu.  (6.41)
Jn v Jn
Now
\\Kw\\j, =  f  \ \ V K w \ 2dv (6.42)
J fi
=  j  KwCKwdu  (6.43)
=  f  wKwdu.  (6.44)
Jn
We proceed using the methods of Burton [9, Lemma 2]. K w  is defined to be the 
unique minimiser over h E H  of the functional
2 L v ^ h ? d v ~  L hwdv- ( 6 - 4 5 )
Hence we have
wKwdu = “ X hwdu}- (6‘46)
Writing K w  = u, we have
— -  j  wKwdu = -\\u\ \x  — j  uwdu. (6.47)
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By methods analogous to those used to obtain (6.46), we have
w' K w *d v = -  X hw*d i 6^'48^
From (6.48) we have
— — f  w*Kw*dv < —\\u*\^H — f  u*w*dv. (6.49)
£  *J Z V
Now from (6.47) and (6.49),
— [  w*Kw*dv — — f  wKwdv  (6.50)
2 JQ 2 Ja v '
J^u*w*dv -  )^\\u*\\2H + h \u \\2„  -  f u w d u  > 0 . (6.51)>
using the Steiner symmetrisation inequalities (6.21) and (6.22).
Now for non-negative w G wy2 and w*y2 are ^-rearrangements.
Thus
f  wy2dv = f  w*y2dv (6.52)
jq  Jn
(in the sense that if either integral is finite, then so is the other, and they are
equal. If we insist w G Zd(fi, v) Pi LP(Q, v), the integrals are finite.)
Combining the above, for non-negative £ G Lp(fi, i'), 1 < p < 2,
® »(D  = \  f C K C d v  - \ \ (  C y 2dv (6.53)
I  jq  I  Jn
> \ S  i K i d v  - l- \ S  £y2 dv = 9 X((). (6.54)
2* J Q 2/ J
This completes the proof.
C o ro lla ry  1 For A > 0, : L}(Q., v) f) Lp(£l, v) —> R is a strictly convex func­
tion, for  1 < p <  2.
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Proof For £ E Zd(fi, v) f| Lp(Ll, i^ ), p as above,
^ )  = \ f m d V- \ x f t f d u . (6.55)
Now
f  ( K ( d »  =  l l ^ l l i ,  (6.56)
Jn
using the methods of the proof of Lemma 3. Thus £ —> f ^ ^ K ^ d v  is a strictly 
convex map by strict convexity of ||. ||#  and linearity and injectivity of K.
The map £ —> A f n ( y 2di/ is linear, whence \Pa is strictly convex. This com­
pletes the proof.
L em m a 4 Let S(Q)* denote the set of all non-negative Steiner symmetric func­
tions in Lp(Ll,v). That is,
5(fi)p =  {u > 0|u E Lp(Ll,v),v symmetrically decreasing in x a.e. y E (0, jR)}
(6.57)
Consider T  : ■S(fi)t —> R, where
T(()  = f  ( K ( d »  (6.58)
J 0
and 1 < p < 2. Then T  is weakly sequentially continuous.
P roof We show that
K(S(Ll)p ) C {w > 0, w E H\w symmetrically decreasing in x }. (6.59)
Applying the result of Lemma 1 we know that K  : Lp(fi,,i/) —+ H  is a bounded 
map. Using Lemma 2, we see that K is a positive map, that is K£ > 0 for non­
negative £ E Lp(Lt, v). It remains to show that for non-negative £ E LP(Q), p as
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above, (  symmetrically decreasing in x, we have K£  symmetrically decreasing in 
x.
Let f  K£* is defined to be the unique minimiser over u £ H  of the
functional
-  f  — |V u |2di^  — /  u£*dv =  4>(u), say. (6.60)
iw j  y j  q
Let K£* =  u. Then
1 r 1
*<u’> =  2 h^Vu'?dv-Lurdv ( 6 - 6 1 )
-  \Lv^A2du~L<du ( 6 -6 2 )
using inequalities (6.21) and (6.22) from Section 6.3. Thus
4>(u*) <  4>(u). (6.63)
Since u is the unique minimiser we have u =  u*, that is ifu* is symmetrically 
decreasing in x.
By Lions [24, Theorem III. 1] the set
{u >  0|u £ Hq(Q., fi),u symmetrically decreasing in z} (6.64)
is compactly embedded in Lq(Q,p) where q denotes the conjugate exponent of 
p. ( This result is valid for 2 < q < oo). We know from Section 6.2 that H  is 
embedded in Hq(£1, p) and further Lq(Q,p) is embedded in Lq(fi,,is). Combining 
the above results, the map K  : 5(H)+ —> Lq(Q,i/) is compact.
We now show that T  is weakly sequentially continuous. Let un A  uo, where 
{wn}^ °=1 C 5(0 )+ , and tz0 £ S({1)+. Then
/  (u0 -  un)(Ku0 -  K u n)dv < \\u0 -  un\L\\Ku0 -  K u n\\q (6.65)
L/n
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and the right hand side tends to 0 as n —► oo because K  is compact.
Thus
lim f  (un — Uo)(Kun — K u q )<1v  =  0. (6 .66)
J  ^
Rewriting we obtain
lim >1 / u0Kuodi/ +  I unK u ndv — I unKuodv — I u§Kundv \ =  0 (6.67)n->oo Un Jn Jq Jq J
whence
/ u0K u 0dv +  lim / unK u ndv — / u0Kuodi/ — / uoKu0di/ =  0 (6.68)
Jn n-°°  Jn Jn Jn
therefore
lim / unK u ndv = /  u0Kuodi/. (6.69)
n-+°° Jn Jn
Thus T  is weakly sequentially continuous on S(Q)*. This completes the proof. 
L em m a 5 Let non-negative £ £ Lp(D,z/), 1 <  p < oo. Then the map
f  £y2du (6*70)Jn
is weakly lower semicontinuous.
P ro o f  Define /  : Q x R —► R,
y2z i i z > 0
f((x,y)jz) =
oo if z < 0
Then /  is a non-negative normal integrand. Now let £ £ _LP(0, v) for p as 
above. Define
F ( 0 =  /  f ( ( x t y),£(x,y))di/. (6.71)Jn
Ekeland and Temam [15, Corollary 1.2, page 239] yields that F  is a lower semi­
continuous function. Furthermore since /((a ;,y ),.)  is convex for almost every
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(X->V) € F  defines a convex function on Lp(Q,i/). Combining the above re­
sults, we obtain the fact that F  defines a weakly lower semicontinuous function 
on Lp(Ll, v), for p as above.
It is elementary to show the restriction of F  to non-negative Lp(fi, v) functions 
is weakly lower semicontinuous. F  : (Lp(Ll, z/))+ —> R may be written
F(u) = f  uy2dv. (6.72)
J  0
This completes the proof.
We state and prove a technical result we require in the proof of Theorem 1.
L em m a 6 Let V  be a vector space. Let f  : V  —> R be a strictly convex function,
and w a maximiser for f  relative to U C V.  Then w is an extreme point ofU.
P ro o f  We suppose the result is false, for a contradiction. Then there exists 
wu w2 G U, w\ u>2, and A 6 (0,1) such that
(1 — A)iui +  \ w 2 =  w. (6.73)
Strict convexity of /  yields
f (w )  < (1 -  A)/(uq) +  Xf{w2) (6.74)
< (1 -  A)f (w)  +  Af (w)  (6.75)
=  f(w).  (6.76)
This contradiction completes the proof.
T h eo rem  1 Let non-negative, non-zero fo G T1(fi, v) f |T p(0, v), 1 < p < 2. 
For every A > 0,
(i) attains a maximum relative to R(fo) .
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(ii) All maximisers in (i) belong to R C ( f o ) .  
P ro o f  (i) Recall, for A > 0, <J G R ( f o ) ,
«* « )  = \ f  -  W  (6-77)
Z J q  Z J q
Let {^n}^=i be a maximising sequence in R( f o )  for \&a. Replace £n by 
the Steiner Symmetrisation of <Jn with respect to the y-axis. Lemma 3 shows
®*(C) >  ^\{€n)  Vn € N , thus is a maximising sequence in R(f o)  for
*A.
Let R  denote the set of elements v of R(fo)  such that v = v*. R  is 
immediately seen to be convex, and the Steiner Symmetrisation inequality (6.20)
in Section 6.3 yields that it is closed. Thus R  is weakly closed. R(fo) is weakly 
compact by Theorem 2 of Chapter 3, thus passing to a subsequence if necessary, 
fn £o G R* (because R* is weakly closed).
Appealing to Lemmas 4 and 5 we obtain
* a (6 >) =  I  f  taKlodv - \ \  f  („ y2dv (6.78)
2 J q  2  J q
> lim ^ f  £*K£*dv — ^ A lim inf f  Cly2du (6.79)
-  71—7 0 0  2  J q  S n  S n  2  71 7 0 0  J n  S n *  v >
= lim sup ^ f  £*K£*dv +  lim sup{— f  Cny2dv)  (6.80)
7i-+oo Z JQ  71—700 Z JQ
> lim sup ^ a( ^ )  > sup $*(£)• (6.81)
n^°° teRUA*
Thus attains a maximum relative to R(fo)  .
(ii) For A > 0, ^ a is a strictly convex function. (This follows from Corollary
1). Let (Jo G R(fo)  be a maximiser for \£a relative to R(f o)  . Then <Jo is an
extreme point of R(fo)  , (by strict convexity of ^ a  and Lemma 6), therefore by 
Theorem 2 of Chapter 3 we have <Jo G RC( f o ) .  This completes the proof.
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C hapter 7
P roperties o f the m axim ising  
functions
7.1 In trod u ction
We recall the variational problem we studied in Chapter 6. For A > 0 and non­
negative w £ L}(f2) p| 1 < p < 2,
\&a(u>) = — f  wKwdv  — -A f  wy2dv. (7-1)
2 J q  2  J q
We recall from Chapter 6 that for non-negative / 0 £ L1(fi) f | (p as above),
\I/a attains a maximum relative to R(fo)  , and that the maximiser belongs to the 
rearrangements of the curtailments of / 0.
In Burton [9], was shown to attain a maximum relative to the set of rear­
rangements of a fixed function with bounded support for all sufficiently small A, 
whereas for all large A, maximising sequences relative to the set of rearrangements 
were shown to tend weakly to 0 in L 2(fl). For A sufficiently large, maximisers 
relative to the set of rearrangements fail to exist. When a maximiser / i  does
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exist, it was shown in Burton [9] that
/ i  =  W h  -  jA y2) (7.2)
for some increasing function (j>, that is
Cu =  (f>(u -  ^Ay2) (7.3)
where K f i  = u.
We show the following:
T h eo rem  3 Let non-negative /o 6 L1(0 )fl-^p(^) for p > Fix A > 0. Let /  
be a maximiser for relative to R(fo)W. Then
(i) u =  K f  satisfies
Cu = (j>(u -  ^Ay2) (7.4)
in the distributional sense, for some increasing function <f>.
(ii) Except possibly for a set of measure zero,
/ _1(0, oo) c  ( K f  -  ^A?/2)_1(0, oo). (7.5)
Further ( K f  — |A?/2)-1(0, oo) is a bounded set, whence the set / _1(0, oo) is 
bounded.
(iii) If /  £  R ( f0),
( K f  ~  ^ V ) _1(0, oo) =  f ~ 1(0, oo) (7.6)
except possibly for a set of measure zero, and ( K f  — ^ Ay2)-1 (0) has zero measure.
We show that the maximiser /  is the strict maximiser (relative to R(fo) or 
R(fo)W as appropriate) of a certain linear integral functional. We apply Theorem 
1 of this chapter to obtain (i), and then use the fact that /  is a strict maximiser
to obtain (ii) and (iii). We establish an upper bound for the size of the set
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( K f —|A?/2)_1(0, oo) by using Newtonian potentials, and then applying maximum 
principles.
We apply the above theorem to obtain the following 
T h e o rem  4 Let non-negative fo € L 1 (Ct) f] Lp(ft) for p > | .  Fix A > 0. Let /  
be a maximiser for \Pa relative to R(fo)w. Then there exists a sequence { f n } ^  
in i2(/o), with weak limit /  in Lp(Ll), and ty\(£n) —► ty\(f) .
Thus, where /  is a maximiser for \£a (some fixed A) relative to R ( f o ) W, we 
can find a maximising sequence of rearrangements for \&a with weak limit / .  The 
above theorem shows that sup/e#(/0) ^ a ( / )  =  s u p H o w e v e r  we can 
find weakly convergent maximising sequences relative to R( f o)  or R ( f o ) W where 
the weak limit is not a maximiser.
7.2 E q u ation s sa tisfied  by  str ic t m axim isers o f  
fu n ction a ls  re la tiv e  to  se ts  o f  rearrange­
m en ts
We begin by extending a theorem of Burton.
T h e o rem  1 Let 0  be a domain in Rn with infinite v-measure, where v is ab­
solutely continuous with respect to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Let non­
negative fo e Lp(fl), for  1 < p < oo. Let R( f o)  denote the set of rearrangements 
of fo on H. Let g 6 L q(Q), where q denotes the conjugate exponent of p. Sup­
pose that fn fgdp, has a unique maximiser f *  relative to R( fo) .  Then there exists 
an increasing function <j> such that f* = <t>og v-almost everywhere. (Note the 
possibility of v being the zero measure is excluded).
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P ro o f  We proceed using the methods of Burton [7, Theorem 2]. For a  £ R
let
Go(a) =  {x £ n|</(z) >  a } (7.7)
G(a) = {x £ 0 |g(x) >  a} (7.8)
H ( a )  =  { i £  £% (z) =  a} (7.9)
and define
<t>(a) = essinf f*(G(a)).  (7.10)
It is immediate that (f> : R —> R is a non-decreasing function.
We show that f*(x) < </>(a) almost every x  £ f]\Gfo(Q;). We suppose not, 
for a contradiction. Then there exists £  R and B 1 C n \ ( j o ( ^ ) ? a set of finite 
positive measure (we can choose B 1 to have finite measure because v is cr-finite) 
such that
f*(x) > (3 > <f)(a), Vx £ B 1. (7.11)
By the definition of <f>, there exists C 1 C G(a), a set of finite positive measure 
such that
cf>{a) < f*(x) < / 3 , \ / x e  C \  (7.12)
We may choose measurable sets B  C B X,C  C C 1, such that B  and C have 
equal positive finite measure. To see this, without loss of generality, suppose 
0 < v (B x) < v(Cl ), and let x £ Cl. Define 77 : R —> R by
rj(s) = i/(Ba(x) P | C 1) (7.13)
where B s(x) denotes the open ball of radius s centred at x £ ft. Let /  denote the
Radon-Nikodym derivative of v with respect to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure,
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which we denote fi. Then
v{s) =  / B.W nc» ^  (7'14)
=  (7-15)
v 14
Let sn —> 5 € R. Then l s Sn(x)p|c'1/  “ > ^ (a ^ O c 1/  pointwise in 0 , and further
l1B.„(*)no1(J!) / ( j:)l -  U d (^ )/(^ )l for z € fi. (7.16)
Applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem, we obtain rj(sn) —► t)(s), s o  tj is 
a continuous function. Accordingly we apply the intermediate value theorem to 
obtain the existence of t £ R such that rj(t) = v (B *)• Choose C =  C 1 [ \B t(x), 
B  = B 1. Let a : B  —*■ C be a measure preserving transformation. Define 
T  : LP(Q) —► LP(Q) as follows
f ( a ~ 1(x)) x £ C
T f ( x ) =  < /(<r(a?)) x £ B
f (x )  x £ Q \B \J C
(Clearly B f ) C  = 0, so T  is well defined.) Now T f  £ R ( f )  ( because a is a
measure-preserving transformation). We aim to show that
f  T  f*gdv >  f  f*gdv. (7.17)
./n J q
Now
/  (77* -  / * )gdv = [  (Tf*  ~  f*)gdv =  /  (T/* -  /*)(<7 -  (7-18)
because f B Tf*dv  =  f c f*di/, and f B f*dv  =  f c Tf*dv.  The above integrals are 
finite, because /  G LP(B)  implies /  G L X(B), since 5  has finite measure. Further 







f  (T f*  -  f*)gdv > 0. (7.23)
J
This contradicts the uniqueness of the maximiser /*. Thus we have f*(x)  < <f>(a)
almost every x  E 0,\Go(a). In particular, this implies f*(x) < for almost
every x E H(a).  However H(a)  C G(a),  thus by the definition of <f> we have 
f*{x ) >  </>{&) f°r almost every x E H(a),  whence
f*(x) = <f>(a) for almost every x E H(a).  (7.24)
We now show that f*(x) = <f> o g(x) almost every x E IT Suppose not, for a
contradiction. Then there exists /? E R, and S  a set of positive measure such that
either
f*(x) < (3 < 4> o g(x), Vz E S. (7.25)
or
f*(x) > ft > </> o #(z), Vrc E 5. (7.26)
J  T  f*(g — a)dv > j  {3(g — a)di/ since Tf*  <  (3,g < a  on B.  
[  f*(g ~  oi)dv < f  {3(g — a)dv  since f* >  (3,g <  a on B.
J B  v B
[  T  f*(g — a)dv > {3 j  (g — a)dv  since T/* > fl,g > a  on C. 
J  c  «/ c
[  f*(g — a)dv < f3 [  (g — ot)dv since /*  <  /?, <7 > a  on C. 
Jc Jc
Combining (7.19)-(7.22) we obtain
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In either case by (7.24), we have
v { H (a ) p | S} = 0 for all a  G R. (7.27)
We show that there exists a  G R such that both S  H G(a) and S \ G ( a ) have 
positive measure. We suppose not. Let 7 =  sup{£|i/(5f)G(t)) = ^(5')}. It 
follows that z/(i7(7) H £) =  v{S) > 0- This contradicts (7.24).
Suppose (7.25) holds. The definition of G(a) yields that for every x G S\G(ct), 
g(x) < a. (j) is a non-decreasing function, thus Va; G S \G ( a ), <j>(g(x)) < <j)(a). 
By (7.25) we have (3 < For almost every x G S'n<2(c0? f* (x ) — ^(a )*
(7.25) we have <f>(ct) < (3. This is a contradiction.
Suppose that (7.26) holds. The definition of G(a) yields that Vz G S '0G !(a), 
g(x) > a. (j> is a non-decreasing function, thus <f)(g(x)) > By (7.26)
(3 > </>(a). For almost every x G S \ G ( a ), f*(x) < <f>(a) (using our earlier result). 
By (7.26), (3 < This is a contradiction.
Thus f* (x ) =  4> o g(x ) f°r almost every x € £1. This completes the proof.
7.3 Spaces ap p rop ria te  to  th e  stu d y  o f  K  and
C
In our choice of spaces to study C we have been guided by Burton [9, Section 
3.1] who was in turn guided by Amick and Fraenkel [2 , Section 2.2].
Let U be the cylinder in R5 comprising all points whose distances from the 
z-axis are less than R. We regard ft as the intersection of U with a half-plane 
bounded by the z-axis. Let y denote distance from the x-axis. Cylindrical 
symmetry in R5 is understood to be relative to the z-axis. We identify functions 
defined almost everywhere on ft with cylindrically symmetric functions defined
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almost everywhere on U. With this identification we have
C(y2u) = —A 5u (7.28)
for smooth functions u defined on S7, where A 5 is the 5-dimensional Laplacian.
Let H  be defined as in Section 6.2. Then, for non-negative non-zero v £ 
Lp(fi), 1 < p < 2, the operator K  : LP(Q,) —+ L q(Cl) (where q denotes the 
conjugate exponent of p) satisfies the following
CKv = v on Cl (7.29)
K v  =  0 on dfl (7.30)
where K v  may be characterised as the unique minimiser over u £ H  of the convex 
functional
® h ( u )  =  \ \ \ u W h  ~  JQ u v d » -  (7-31)
It has been shown previously that K  is positive and a symmetric operator.
Define E  to be the completion of the test functions on U (by which we mean 
C?(U)  functions) with the scalar product
< u , v > e =  J  V u .V v d r  (7.32)
where the measure r  has Radon-Nikodym derivative (or density) £ with respect 
to 5-dimensional Lebesgue measure. U is a cylinder, thus it follows by Poincare’s 
inequality that E  is a renorming of Wq'2(U). For non-negative, non-zero w £ 
LP(U), y  — P — 2, there exists unique JCw £ E  such that — A 5U =  w in the weak 
sense. We may characterise JCw as the unique minimiser over u £ E  of
^e ( u ) =  \ \ \ u W e -  Jv uwdr- (7-33)
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Then K : LP(U) —> L q(U) ( where q denotes the conjugate exponent of p) is a 
positive and symmetric operator. (This follows by similar arguments to those 
used previously).
L em m a 1 Let non-negative, non-zero v £ T1(0) f) Lp(ft), where y  < p < 2. 
Then Kv = y~2Kv.
P roof For completeness we repeat the arguments of Burton [9, Lemma 1]. We 
show that y~2K v  satisfies
< y~2K v , h >e — J  vhdr =  0 (7-34)
for every h £ E. Kv  is the unique critical point of 4/^, thus we obtain y~2K v  =  
Kv.
Firstly, we show that y~2K v  £ E.  Let u,v  6 C^°(n). Then, integrating by 
parts,
f  — V u .V v d v  = f  uCvdv (7.35)
j q  y 2 J q
= J  y~2u(—A y ~ 2v)dr =  J  V y ~2uVy~2vdr (7.36)
That is,
<  u , v  > h = <  y u ,y  v > E - (7.37)
Therefore for u £ H  we have y~2u £ E. Thus y~2K v  £ E  as required.
Let <j> £ C£°(U) be such that it vanishes near the z-axis. We write (f) = (j>(z,t), 
where z £ ft and t £ S, where S  is the set of unit vectors in R5 perpendicular to 
the z-axis. For a given t £ 5, y2(f>(.,t) is a test function on ft. Let u £ H. In 
view of (7.37), we have
< u, y2<!>(., t ) > H = < y  2u , </>(., t) >E (7.38)
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where V is the 5-dimensional gradient operator. Integrating over t , with respect 
to the suitably normalised Lebesgue measure a on S  yields,
f  < u ,y 2<f>(.,t) >H da(t) = f  j  y2'V(y~2u)'V((f)(z,t))du(z)da(t) (7.40) 
J s  J s  J n
=  J ^ V { y ~ 2u).V<j)dT = <  y~2u,</) >E (7.41)
Now K v  is a critical point of thus for every h E H  we have
< K v , h > n =  (  vhdv. (7-42)
J
Substituting K v  = u into equations (7.40) and (7.41) and using (7.42) we obtain 
< y~2Kv,  <t> >E =
Thus we have shown (7.34) for every test function <f> on U that vanishes near the 
z-axis. We claim such functions are dense in E .  Let ip E Co°(t/). There exists 
increasing E <7J°(R) satisfying
\l/(s) =  0 for s <  1, ^ (s)  =  1 for s >  2. (7-45)
The sequence {^(ft?/)^}^! of tost functions on U, which vanish near the z-axis,
converge to <p in E. This shows that (7.34) holds for all test functions <p, and it
follows that (7.34) holds for h E E.  This completes the proof.
f  < K v , y 2(f>(.,t) >H da(t) (7.43)
j  s
f  f  vy2<f>(z,t)di'(z)da(t) =  f  v<f)dr (7.44) 
Js Jn Ju
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7.4  M axim u m  P r in c ip le  V ariant
The following theorem is based on [20, Theorem 8.1, pages 179-180].
Theorem  2 (A generalised weak maximum principle for the Laplacian on an 
unbounded domain)
Let u E fT1,2(n) satisfy A u > 0 (< 0) in the generalised sense in Q, an 
unbounded domain in Rn; where a Poincare inequality holds. Then
sup if <  sup u"1’ (inf u >  inf u~) (7-46)
(where if+(s) =  max{if(a), 0}, u - (s) =  m in{if(a),0}J
We elucidate some of the statements in the above theorem. We say u E W 1,2(fi) 
satisfies A u = 0 (> 0,< 0) respectively in the generalised (or weak) sense in ft if
H(u, <p)= f  Vu.Vip = 0 (<  0, >  0) (7.47)
JQ
for all non-negative E Co(H) (the functions ip are often referred to as test 
functions).
For u E W 1,2(f2), we say u satisfies u < 0 on dQ in the weak sense if its 
positive part u+ E WQ,2(n). Similarly if >  0 on dfl in the weak sense if and only 
if u~ E Wo’2(0). We say if =  0 in the weak sense on dfi if if <  0 and iz >  0 in 
the weak sense. For u ,v  E W 1,2(fi), we say if <  v in the weak sense on $0 , if 
if — v < 0 in the weak sense. Similarly we define
sup if =  inf {A:|if < k on dil in the weak sense, k E R} (7-48)
dQ
and
inf if =  — sup(—if). (7-49)
dft dQ
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P ro o f  (of the above Theorem)
We use the methods of [20, Theorem 8.1, pages 179-180]. Let u E VF1,2(0) 
satisfy A u > 0 in the generalised sense. For non-negative v E W01,2(ft) we have
H(u,v)  = f  Vu.Vv < 0 (7.50)
Jsi
because v is the limit of a sequence of non-negative test functions on Q. Put 
v = (u — /)+, where I = s u p u +. Then v is non-negative and a member 
of Wo’2(fl) as required. Then
f  |V u |2 =  f  Vu.Vv =  /  Vu.Vu <  0. (7.51)
J { z \ u ( z ) > l }  J { z \ u ( z ) > l }  J
Therefore Vu =  0 almost everywhere on {z\u(z ) > /}, whence u is constant on 
{z\u(z) > /}. We require that the weak derivative of u exists (and belongs to 
T2(fi)), therefore it follows that we have either {z\u(z) > /} =  0  except possibly 
for a set of measure zero, or {z\u(z) > /} has zero measure. However I = sup9Q u+ 
(in the sense described above), therefore the former case cannot occur. Thus 
{z\u(z) > /} has zero measure. Thus u(z) <  /, for almost every z E Cl. This 
completes the proof.
7.5 P ro p ertie s  o f  th e  m axim isin g  fu n ction s
Lem m a 2 K  is a positive map (with respect to the normal order on function 
spaces) and for non-negative, non-zero v E T1(ll) f \ L p(Q) forp  > | ,  K v —^Xy2 E
L°°(n).
P ro o f  For v as above, K  satisfies the following equations
CKv = v on f! (7.52)
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K v  = 0 on d n  (7.53)
The proof of Lemma 1 yields that y~2K v  £ E , which is a re-norming of Wq'2(U). 
Identifying appropriately, we have
— A 5(y~2Kv)  = v on U (7*54)
y~2K v  =  0 on dU (7.55)
Applying the weak maximum principle Theorem 2 of Section 7.4 to the above 
problem we obtain y~2K v  >  0, whence K v  > 0. Thus A" is a positive operator.
\ \ y 2 is clearly bounded on J7, thus it suffices to show that K v  £ L°°(fi).
Lemma 1 yields that y~2K v  = K v , therefore it suffices to show that Kv £ L°°(U). 
Applying Lemma 1 to equations (7.54) and (7.55) we have
— A 5(Kv) = v on U (7.56)
Kv = 0 on dU (7-57)
We write A to denote the 5-dimensional Laplacian for the remainder of this 
proof. For z ,w  £ R5 we define
Kv(z)  = f  G ( z , w ) v ( w ) cIt ( w )  (7.58)
J XJ
where
G(z, w) = ^  (7.59)
87TZ \z  — w |J
and |.| denotes Euclidean distance in R5. Note that Kv(z)  > 0 for every z £  R5. 
We aim to show that Kv(z)  <  Kv(z)  for almost every z £ U . [20] yields no 
regularity results for the operator K  on an unbounded domain, therefore we
work on bounded domains and seek appropriate limits. For n £ N , we define
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Un = F?n(0) fW , where i?n(0) denotes the open ball of radius n in R 5, centred at 
the origin. Un is a bounded subdomain of U. Define En as the completion of the 
test functions on Un with respect to the scalar product
< u, v >e = [  V u .V v d r  (7.60)
Jun
where the measure r  has Radon-Nikodym derivative (or density) ^ with respect 
to 5-dimensional Lebesgue measure. E n is a re-norming of Hq(Uu). For n E N, 
define K nv as the unique minimiser over u £ En of the functional
^n(u) =^ fu |V u |2dr — J  uvdr. (7-61)
The following equations are satisfied
— A K nv = v on Un (7.62)
K nv =  0 on dUn (7.63)
where K nv =  0 on dUn in the weak sense (because K nv € Hq(Uti) by the definition
of the operator K n) and regularity theory [20, Theorem 8.9, page 185] shows that
i f ^ e r w n O , ) .
For each n € N, a special case of the Calderon-Zygmund inequality [ 2 0 ,  
Theorem 9.9, page 230] yields that K v n € W 2,2(Un), where vn denotes v\un- 
From equation (7.58) and [20, Theorem 9.9, page 230] we obtain
— A K v n = v on Un (7.64)
K v n > 0 on dUn (7.65)
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where equation (7.64) holds almost everywhere, and K v n > 0 on dUn in the weak 
sense (because K v n(z) > 0 for all z £ Un by definition). Combining (7.62)-(7.63) 
and (7.64)-(7.65) we obtain
— A (Kvn — K nv) =  0 on Un (7.66)
K v n — K nv > 0 on dUn (7.67)
where the latter equation holds in the weak sense. By way of explanation we 
note that K v n £ W 2,2(Un), (K v n)~ £ H^Un),  and K nv £ Hl(Un), therefore we 
have (K v n — K nv)~ £ HQ(Un) (verified in the Appendix), which is exactly the 
statement that K v n — K nv >  0 on dUn in the weak sense. In addition we see that 
K v n — K nv £ W 1,2(Un), and applying a generalised weak maximum principle [20, 
Theorem 8.1, page 179] we obtain that miun(K vn—K nv) > midun{ k v n—K nv)~ = 
0, whence
k v n(z) > K nv(z ) (7.68)
for almost every z £ Un, and every n £ N, whence
Kv(z)  > K nv(z)  (7.69)
for almost every z £ Un, and each n £ N.
We show that {K nv}™=l is a minimising sequence for ^  over E. (Note that
K nv £ E  by extending the function to be zero outside Un). Let e > 0. Define
G€ — ^ u £ J5|^(m) < inf \P(u) +  e j . (7.70)
Ge is non-empty (by the definition of infimum), and open (by the continuity of 
\P). C™(U) functions are dense in E , therefore there exists 9n £ C™f)Ge, where 
supp 0n C Un, for some n £ N. Now infue£n ^(u ) is a decreasing function of n,
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therefore we have,
ty(Kmv) < \k(0n) < inf \P(u) +  e, for all m >  n. (7.71)
uE.E
Thus {K nv}™=1 is a minimising sequence for \P, whence
ty(Knv) —> inf ^ (u )  =  ^(/Cv) as 7i -4  oo. (7.72)
u£E
Using the methods of Lemma 1 of Chapter 6, noting that W is coercive, strictly 
convex and weakly lower semicontinuous, we pass to a subsequence if necessary 
to obtain
K nv A  JCv as n —> oo. (7.73)
It may be shown that
J  vJCvdr = ||/Cu||^ (7-74)
I  v K nvdr  =  \\Knv\\2En = ||iC iHII (7-75)
Jun
for v as above. Therefore (7.72)-(7.75) gives that
||-KnHU I I^ IU  as n —> oo. (7.76)
Combining (7.73) and (7.76) we obtain K nv —> JCv strongly in E , whence K nv —>
JCv strongly in Hq(U). By the corollary to the Riesz-Fischer Theorem, K nv —> JCv
pointwise almost everywhere. Recalling that
K nv(z) < K v ( z ) for almost every 0 £ Un, all n € N (7.77)
we have
JCv{z) < Kv(z)  for almost every z £ U (7.78)
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as required.
We change to polar co-ordinates about 2 . Let p  —  \ z  —  w |. Then by (7.78) 
we have
)Cv(z) < f  1 -v(w)dw  (7.79)
Ju S 7 T 2 \ Z  —  w]-5
=  f  q ' 01 1 \ 3 v d w  +  /  Q 2| 1----- 1 3 (7*80)J{weu\P<i} Q7rz\z — w\* J{weu\p>i} 87r^ |^ r —
Firstly,
Further
L e m , > » G { z ’ w ) v { w ) d w  -  ( 7 - 8 1 )
f  -Q  2 \ 1 T $ v ( w ) d w  (7.82)
J { w e u \ p < i }  87r2 | z  -  w r
1
S t t 2 \ z  —  w \  
1 /  1 N 9  ^ »
d w  > (7.83)
=  ''ilkllp | y 0 P dPj  (7-84)
=  Ki\\v \ \ p { f 0 P ^ d p } "  =  kjIM Ik- (7-85)
for some constants /c1} AC2, noting that 4 — 3g > —1 by our choice of p (q denotes 
the conjugate exponent of p). Combining equations (7.79)-(7.85) we have
Kv(z)  <  g ^ lk l l i  +  k2|M |p. (7*86)
Thus /Cu € L°°(U), whence K v  € L°°(fi). This completes the proof.
L em m a 3 Lei non-negative fo 6 L1(fi) f | Lp(fi); /o r p > | .  Suppose, for a
given X > 0, 4*a has a maximiser f  relative to R(fo). Then u =  K f  satisfies
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Cu = <f>(u — \ \ y 2) in the weak sense, for some increasing function (j>.
P ro o f  Recall, for A > 0 and non-negative v G 7 /(0 )  f | 7 /(0 ) , for p as above,
^a(u) =  -  f  vKvdv  — ^A I  vy2dv. (7.87)
Let h G L 1 (Cl) Lp(Cl) (we work in the space 7 / ( 0 ) n T p(0) with the norm
11-11 =  il-lli +  ll-llp). then
« A(u +  ft) -  * A(«) (7.88)
=  x /  (w +  h)K(t> + h)dv — f  (v + h)y2dv 
Z J q  Z J q
—— f  vKvdv  — A f  vy2dv (7.89)2 Jn 2
=  f  hKvdv + -  f  hKhdv - \ - \  f  hy2dv (7.90)
J q  2 J q  2 J q
where we have used the fact that
f  uKvdv = f  vKudv  (7-91)
J q  J q
for non-negative u, u G 7 /(0 )  f | 7 /(0 ) . (This was proved in Lemma 2 of Chapter
6). Then the Frechet derivative of 'Fa? which we will denote d^A^], is given by
d ^ M  = K v  -  ^At/2. (7.92)
By way of explanation, we note that d^A^] £ T°°(0), by Lemma 2. Therefore 
d^A^] belongs to the dual of the space 7 /(0 ) f )T p(0). ^a  is a strictly convex 
and Frechet differentiable function, thus \Pa is sub-differentiable at u, for v as 
above, and ^^a(^) =  { d ^ H } .  Therefore, for every /  G R ( fo ) \ { f ]  we have
< M /) >  * » ( /)  >  /  { K f  -  \ \ y 2) ( f  -  })dv  +  9 x ( f )  (7.93)
J q  Z
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where the strict inequality follows by the strict convexity of . Rearranging,
we obtain
f  ( K f  -  h y2) fd v  < /  ( K f  - \ W ) f d v ,  V / 6 R ( fo ) \{ f } .  (7.94)
J q  2  J q  2
We now apply Theorem 1 to /  € T1(fl) and K f  — \ \ y 2 G L°°(fl) to obtain
/  =  <(>(Kf -  \ \ y 2) (7.95)
for some increasing function <^>, z/-almost everywhere. Now K f  = u for some 
u G H](fl).  Accordingly, we obtain
Cu =  (j)(u -  ^Ay2) (7.96)
in the weak sense. This completes the proof.
L em m a 4 Let non-negative f 0 G Lp(ft) f] L 1 (ft), for p > | .  Let A > 0. Let f  
be a maximiser for relative to R(fo ) . ( We know such a maximiser exists). 
Then
/ -1 (0, oo) C ( K f  — ^Ay2)_1(0, oo) (7.97)
except possibly for a set of measure zero. Moreover
z/(/-1 (0,oo)) <  v ( ( K f -  ^A?/2)_1(0,oo)) (7.98)
(when the above expression makes sense)
P ro o f  The proof of Lemma 3 yields that \Pa is sub-differentiable at / ,  and that
d ^ x ( f )  = { K f  -  TAt/2}. Therefore, for every /  G R(fo)W\ { f }  we have
* x (f)  > * * ( /)  > f  { K f  -  \ \ y 2)(J -  f )d v  + « * ( /)  (7.99)
Jq 2
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where the strict inequality follows by the strict convexity of Rearranging, we
obtain
f  (K f  -  \ \ y 2) fd v  < f  (K f  -  W ) f d u ,  V / € W o T \ i f } -  (7-100)
Jn I  J q I
Let S  =  / _1(0,oo). We suppose (7.97) is false, for a contradiction. Then there 
exists i c 5 , a  set of positive measure such that K f  — \ ^ y 2 < 0 on A. Define 
0 z 6 A  
f ( z )  z E Ll\A
for z E D. Then /  E R(fo)W (by Theorem 2 of Chapter 3), /  7^  / ,  and
/  ( K f  -  h y ^ f d u  >  f  ( K f  -  \ \ y 2) fdv  (7.101)
J ft 2i
which contradicts (7.100). This establishes (7.97), and the result follows. This 
completes the proof.
L em m a 5 Let non-negative /o E L 1 (Q) f) Lp(Q), where p >  | .  Fix A > 0. Let f
m  = <
be a maximiser for  \I/a relative to R(fo) . Suppose that f  £  R(fo)- Then
( K f  -  lA t/2) - 1^ ,  00) =  f - \ 0 ,00) (7.102)
except possibly for a set of measure zero.
P ro o f  In Lemma 4 it was shown that
/ -1(0 ,00) C ( K f  -  |A y 2) - x(0 ,00) (7.103)
except possibly for a set of measure zero. We show that
( K f  -  ^A2/2)_1(0 ,00) C / _1(0 ,00) (7.104)
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except possibly for a set of measure zero. We suppose the statement is false,
to show a contradiction. Therefore there exists V 1 C ( K f  — |Ay2)_1(0, oo), a
set of positive measure, such that V 1 C / -1 (0). We have previously seen that
/  £ RC(fo), and by assumption /  ^  R(fo)- The definition of RC(fo)\R(fo)
gives the existence of a > (3 > 0 such that v (/^(Z?, a]) > , a  ]). Let
8 = v <*]) — v ( / -1 (/?? <*])• V  C V 1, where 0 < v(V) < 8. (The
existence of such a V  is established by arguments similar to those used in the
proof of Theorem 1.) Define
f ( x )  if z £ fi\V
p  \ i x e v
Now /  is non-negative, and /  ^  / .  Moreover, for any positive real number cr,
f ( x ) =
f  ( f  -  <r)+dv < f  ( f o -  cr)+di/. (7.105)
The characterisation of the weak closure of the set of rearrangements given in
Theorem 2 of Chapter 3, yields that /  £ R ( f 0)w. Recall, from the proof of
Lemma 4, that
/  ( K f  -  b y2)fdu  < f  ( K f  -  h y 2)fdu  (7.106)JQ I  JQ I
. -i m1l) '*•' A i <njj  A <v
for every /  £ R(fo) \{ /} . However /  £ R(fo) , and /  /  / ,  and further
=  / * , , ( * / - 5  V ) / *  (7.107)
=  h v W - W t i * '  (7-108)
< L { K f ~ \ Xy2)f dv- (7-109)
This contradicts (7.106), thus establishing (7.104). This completes the proof.
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C o ro lla ry  1 Let non-negative f 0 £ /^ (fl) fl TP(Q), where p > | .  Fix A > 0.
~ m ~
Let f  be a maximiser for  \Pa relative to R(fo) . Suppose that f  R(fo)- Then 
( K f  — |A y2)-1(0) has zero measure.
P ro o f  For /  £ R(fo)W\ { f }  we have
f ( K f  -  \ \ y 2) fdu < f ( K f  -  ^ \ y 2)fdv.  (7.110)
If ( K f  — |A y2)_1(0) has positive measure, then the methods of the previous
A y j A >v
lemma yield the existence of /  £ R(fo)  , /  ^  / ,  such that
J j K f  ~  \ W ) f d »  = j j K f  -  ~Xy2) fdv  (7.111)
contradicting (7.110). This completes the proof.
L em m a 6 Let non-negative non-zero f 0 £ L1 (ft) f) Lp(fl) for p > | .  Let f  be a
maximiser for relative to R( fo )w. Then for a given e > 0, there exists M  > 0
such that for  |a:| > M, we have
0 <  K f ( x , y )  < ey2. (7.112)
P ro o f  Recall the definition of the operator K, from Section 7.3. For non­
negative v £ L1(f7 )n T p(fl) for p > | ,  Lemma 1 yields that Kv  =  y~2Kv.  
Therefore it suffices to show that
)Cv(x,y) 0 (7.113)
as x —> oo, making the appropriate identification between the strip ft and the 
cylinder U. Let z ,w  £ U. Identify z ,w  £ U with (a:i, 2/1), (a?2, 2/2) £ respec­
tively. Let p > pi > and 1 < p2 < f , and let denote the conjugate
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exponents of pi,p2 respectively. For |a;i| > 2Af, (where M  > 1) and writing 
p — \z — w\, using the proof of Lemma 2 we have
=  L u  ^ y d ? v{w)dw
+  /  —^ v ( w ) d w  + f  \  vdw(  7.115)y{u;e |^i<p<M} 87T/cr j{ti;ei7|p>M} oir p
<  « i I M * 2 > m | | p1 p 4 - 3 9 1 ^ } 91
UM  1  92 1/>4_3,2d /) | +  IMIi (7.116)
^  /C3||v|a;2>Af||p1 + /c4 ||v |J:2>jv/||p2 +  g ^ - j ^ | |u [ |i .  (7.117)
^2, 3^ and «4 are constants, noting that p4~3qidp and f f° pA~3q2dp are finite 
by our choice of p\ and pi- Now we have
\JCv(xu yi)\ <  « 3 | |v |ar2>A<f ||P1 +  «4||v |a?2>Af||p2 +  -~ l M - ||t ; | |i  (7.118)
for X\ > 2M  (where M  > 1) and the right hand side tends to zero as M  —> oo.
Now apply (7.118) for v =  / .  This completes the proof.
T h e o rem  3 Let non-negative f 0 £ L1(f2) f | LP(D), for p > | .  Define, for  A > 0,
=  — f  wKwdv  — -A f  wy2dv. (7.119)
2 «/^  2 «/ ^
For fixed A > 0, let f  be a maximiser for  \Pa relative to R(fo) (we know such 
an f  exists). Then the following are true
(i) u =  K f  satisfies
Cu = <j)(u — —A t/ 2 ) (7.120)
Li
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in the weak sense, for some increasing function <f).
(ii) Except possibly for a set of measure zero,
f ~ 1(0, oo) C ( K f  -  ^Ai/2)_1(0, oo) (7.121)
and ( K f  — ^Aj/2)- 1 [0, oo) is a bounded set, whence / -1 (0, oo) is also bounded. 
Moreover
j / ( / -1(0, oo)) < v ( ( K f  -  ^A?/2)-1(0, oo)) < oo (7.122)
and in particular, if the set /^_1(0,oo) has infinite v-measure, then there exists 
no maximiser for relative to R(fo).
(Hi) Suppose f  ^  R(fo).  Then
( K f - ^ \ y 2)-\0,cx>) = f - \ 0 ,  oo) (7.123)
except possibly for a set of v-measure zero, and ( K f  —  ^Ay2)-1 (0) has zero mea­
sure.
P ro o f  For /  E R( f o ), (i) follows by Lemma 3. Now /  E R ( f ), and is a 
maximiser for relative to R ( f )  (noting R ( f )  C R( f o) W). Therefore we can 
apply Lemma 3 to obtain (i).
Lemma 4 yields that
/ _1(0, oo) C ( K f  -  ^At/2)_1(0, oo) (7.124)
except possibly for a set of measure zero. Lemma 6 shows the existence of M  > 0
such that for |rr | > M,
0 < K f ( x , y )  < ^Ay2 (7.125)
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whence K f ( x ,  y) — \ \ y 2 < 0 for |x| > M.  Therefore the set ( K f — |Af/2)-1(0, oo) 
is bounded. Thus / -1 (0, oo) is bounded. Taking the measure of the sets in (7.124) 
yields (7.122), and further if /T 1(0, oo) has infinite measure, then there exists no 
maximiser for relative to the set of rearrangements. This shows (ii).
(iii) follows by Lemma 5 and Corollary 1. This completes the proof.
T h eo rem  4 Let non-negative f 0 E T1(fi) f | LP(D), for p > | .  Define, for  A > 0,
=  -  /  vKvdv  — -A f  vy2dv (7.126)2 Jn 2 Jsi
Fix A > 0. Let f  be a maximiser for V^a relative to R(fo) . Then there exists a 
sequence {£n} ^ i  with £n € R(fo) for each n 6 N; with weak limit f  in LP(Q), 
and such that ^ ( f n )  —► ^ a (/)-
P ro o f  Theorem 3 (ii) yields that / _1(0,oo) is bounded. We choose M  > 0 
such that / _1(0,oo) C [—M, M]  x (0,i?) =  M , say. Further, from Theorem 1 of 
Chapter 6 we have /  E RC(fo).  We can find £0 € R(fo)  such that £0|m =  f \ m- 
We write Mo =  L l \M . Define, for n E N,
M„ = (—oo, - M  -  n) (J(M  +  n, oo) x (o, ^ )  (7.127)
For each n E N , Theorem 1 of Chapter 3 yields the existence of a measure 
preserving transformation Tn : Mn —> M0. We define, for each n E N,
f ( z )  if z E M
£n(z) =  < £0 O Tn(z) if ^ E M n
0 if z ^  M  U Mn
for z E H. The measure preserving properties of Tn ensure E R{fo)  for each
n E N. Let g E L9(D), where g denotes the conjugate exponent of p. Then
I /  ( ( n -  f )gdv <  | | & | | p | | f l f | H > M + n | | g  0  ( 7 . 1 2 8 )I«/
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as n —► oo. Thus £n A  /  in Xp(fi).
Define, for non-negative u £ Zd(D) f |L p(fi), p as above,
T(u) =  -  /  uifvdi/. (7.129)
2 jn
T  is (strongly) continuous (using Lemma 1 of Chapter 6, and Holder’s inequality) 
and T  is convex (from the proof of Corollary 1, Chapter 6). Therefore T  is weakly 
sequentially lower semicontinuous. Further,
<^N6>l | i -»0 (7.130)I f (nV2dv  -  f f y 2dv  =  I ( { ( n -  f ) y 2dv  \Jq Jn \Jn
as n —> oo. Therefore we have
» * ( /)  = I f  f K f d u  - \ \ f  Jy*dv (7.131)£ J q 2* J Q
< lim in f i  f ^nK ( ndu  — lim f £ny 2dv  (7.132) oo 2 2 Jn
= lim inf ^ A(£n)* (7.133)
However /  is a maximiser of relative to R(fo)  , therefore ^a(^u) —> ^ x ( f )  as 
required. This completes the proof.
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C hapter 8 
V ortices in a Channel and sets  
o f R earrangem ents
8 .1  I n t r o d u c t i o n
We consider a variational problem, arising from the work of Benjamin [3], moti­
vated by the boundary value problem for a steady vortex in an ideal fluid flowing 
along an infinite channel. The variational functional is shown to attain a maxi­
mum relative to the weak closure of the set of rearrangements of a fixed function, 
for all positive values of a parameter. The results obtained in Chapter 3 en­
able this maximiser to be characterised. We establish some properties of the 
maximising functions.
We work in a plane infinite strip, therefore we define
ft =  {(a>y) e  R2|0 < y < R}  (8.1)
where R  > 0 is fixed, and we endow ft with plane Lebesgue measure.
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A differential operator C is defined on ft by
Cu = —A u (8.2)
where A u represents the Laplacian of u in 2 dimensions.
For a solution u to the problem to be studied, where u represents the stream 
function, the vortex core is the region where the vorticity Cu > 0. At infinity the 
fluid velocity approaches a uniform stream of speed A relative to the vortex core. 
We define an inverse K  for C satisfying
CKv  = v on H (8.3)
K v  =  0 on dfl  (8.4)
for v £ LP(Q), for suitable p.( See Lemma 1). dfl represents the boundary of Q. 
When A > 0, for v £ Lp(f2), a variational functional is defined by
^a(^) =  -  t  vKvdp  — A f  vydp (8.5)
Z «/Q *J£"2
where \l denotes plane Lebesgue measure. The former term of the functional 
represents energy and the latter momentum.
We prove the following theorem;
T h e o rem  1 Let / 0 be non-zero and non-negative, f 0 £ L1(f2) HLp(fi), 1 < p < 
2. Then for any A > 0,
(i) ip\ attains a maximum value relative to R(fo) .
(ii) All maximisers of tp\ relative to R(fo)  are members of RC(fo).
The method of proof is to construct a maximising sequence for <p\ relative to
R(fo)  , with each function Steiner symmetric (the definition is given in Section
6.3). R(fo)  is weakly compact, therefore the sequence has a subsequential weak
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limit (which is Steiner symmetric). The weak upper semicontinuity of <p\ with 
respect to the Steiner symmetric elements of R ( f o ) W yields the existence of a 
maximiser. We have not been able to show that the maximiser is unique. 
T h e o rem  2 Let non-negative / 0 G L 1^ )  f | LP(Q) for p > 2. Fix A > 0. Let /
— y j  ___
be a maximiser for <p\ relative to R( f o)  . Then
(i) If /  G R( f o) ,  then there exists u(= K f )  such that
— A u = <j)(u — A y) (8-6)
in the weak sense, for some increasing function (ft.
(ii) Except possibly for a set of measure zero,
f ~ 1(0, oo) C ( K f  -  At/)-1 (0, oo). (8.7)
Further ( K f —Aj/)_1(0, oo) is a bounded set, whence the set / -1(0, oo) is bounded.
(hi) If f  *  R( f o) ,
( K f  -  At/)_1(0, oo) =  / _1(0, oo) (8.8)
except possibly for a set of measure zero, and ( K f  — Ay)-1(0) has zero measure.
We show that the maximiser /  is the strict maximiser (relative to R ( f o ) or 
R ( f o ) w as appropriate) of a certain linear functional. We apply Theorem 1 of 
Chapter 7 to obtain (i), and then use the fact that /  is a strict maximiser to 
obtain (ii) and (iii). An upper bound for the size of the set ( K f  — Ay)-1(0, oo) 
is established by using Newtonian potentials.
We apply the above theorems to obtain the following;
T h e o rem  3 Let non-negative /o G L1(f2) f) Lp(£l) for p > 2. Fix A > 0. Let /  
be a maximiser for (p\ relative to R( f o ) W. Then there exists a sequence 
in R ( f 0) for each r G  N, {fn}Sii has weak limit / ,  and v?a(6i) -> <P\(f)-
Thus, for A > 0, for a maximiser /  for relative to R( f o ) W, we can find a
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maximising sequence of rearrangements for (p\ with weak limit / .  The theorem 
shows that supjeR^ q ? \ { f )  =  suPfeR(f0)w *?*(/)• However we can find weakly 
convergent maximising sequences relative to R(fo)  or R(fo)W, where the weak 
limit is not a maximiser.
The proof of the theorems stated above requires some results concerning 
Steiner symmetrisation. These are recalled in the next section.
8.2 S te in er  S y m m etr isa tio n
Let non-negative v E LP(H), 1 <  p < oo. We recall the definition of the Steiner 
symmetrisation v* of u,(with respect to the line x = 0), given in Section 6.3. For 
non-negative / ,  g E Lp(fi), p as above, and non-negative h E Lq(Q) (where q 
denotes the conjugate exponent of p) we have
I I / * - <7*11, < 1 1 /- s l ip  (8.9)
f  f hdp  <  f  f*h*dp (8.10)
We state a result on Steiner symmetrisation from Appendix I of Fraenkel and 
Berger [18], where v* was defined as above for non-negative continuous functions 
v with compact supports, and then defined for a general non-negative L2 function 
by approximation in the 2-norm. It is easily verified that the two definitions are 
equivalent for non-negative v E L 2(£l). Fraenkel and Berger studied functions 
defined on a half-plane, but their results are equally applicable to functions on 
the strip fh
For non-negative u E Hq(Q), we have u* E H^Ct)  and further
I Kl l#  <  i n i #  (8 .ii)
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where
\ \ u \ \ h  =  \ V u \ 2d f j , y  ( 8 . 1 2 )
defines an equivalent norm on Hq(Q).
8.3  D efin ition s
We recall the definition of a symmetric operator.
D efin ition  Let (H, S , //) be a measure space, let 1 < p < oo, and let q be the 
conjugate exponent of p .
A bounded linear operator K  : LP(Q) —> Lq(Cl) will be called symmetric if
J  uKwdp = J  wKudp  (8.13)
for all u and w € Lp(Cl).
8 .4  G en era lised  S o lu tion s
In this section, we use standard methods to establish properties of the inverse 
Laplacian A , in a form relevant to the present context.
We say u E W 1,2(fi) satisfies —A u = 0 (> 0, < 0) respectively in the gener­
alised (or weak) sense in if
H(u,ip) = f  Vu.Vy> =  0 (< 0, >  0) (8-14)
J Q
for all non-negative tp E C ^ft). (The functions ip E C'o(O) in the above definition 
are often referred to as test functions.)
For u E W 1,2(fi), we say that u satisfies u < 0 on d£l in the weak sense 
if its positive part u+ E Hq(Q). Similarly u > 0 on d£l in the weak sense if
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u~ £ Hq(Q). We say u = 0 on dQ in the weak sense if u >  0 and u <  0 on dCl in 
the weak sense. Other definitions of inequality at dft follow from the above. For 
two functions u, v £ W1,2(fi), we say u <  v in the weak sense if u — v <  0 in the 
weak sense i.e. (u — u)+ £ Wo’2(fi). We define
sup u = inf {k\u < k on dfl  in the weak sense , k £ R} (8.15)
an
and
infu  =  — sup(—u). (8.16)dQ
8.5  E x isten ce  o f  m axim isers and  th eir  proper­
tie s
L em m a 1 Kv is well-defined for non-negative, non-zero v £ Lp(fl); where 1 < 
p < 2. Further, K  : Lp(fi) —► Hq(Q) is bounded and linear.
P ro o f  Let v be as above, and let q denote the conjugate exponent of p. We can 
characterise Kv as the unique mini miser over u £ Hq(Q) of the convex functional 
defined by
— [  |V u |2d// — [  uvdp. (8-17) 
By considering u = 0, we see that
inf — /  |V u |2djLf — f uvdu < 0. (8.18)
2 Jn Jn
Let K v  = u. Then by (8.18),




7}\\u\\2h  < J^uvdp  <  ||m|M|u||p < C1)2(n)\\u\\H\\v\\p (8.20)
where the latter inequality holds by the Sobolev Embedding Theorem. 
Rewriting
ll-fi’t’Hjj <  2<71i2( 0 ) | |» | |p. (8.21)
Thus K  is bounded. It is easy to see that K  is linear. This completes the proof.
L em m a 2 K  : LP(Q) —» Hq(Q,) is a positive (with respect to the usual order on 
function spaces) symmetric operator for p satisfying 1 < p < 2.
P ro o f  Let v G LP(Q), p as above, v non-negative. Then, by the definition of K, 
we have
— A K v  = v on f2 (8.22)
K v  =  0 on dfi, (8.23)
in the weak sense, as described in Section S.i’ (noting that K v  G Hq(Q,)). The 
generalised weak maximum principle stated in Chapter 7, Theorem 2 yields that 
K v  >  0. Thus K  is a positive operator.
We show K  is a symmetric operator. Let non-negative Vi,v2 G Lp(fi), p as 
above. By Lemma 1, there exists Ui,u2 G Hq(Q) such that — Aui =  Vi and 
—A u 2 = v2 in the distributional sense.
We show that
j u \A u 2dp =  — I V u \ .V u 2dp (8.24)
Let {<^ n}SJLi C C^f(Q) be a sequence of test functions such that <j)n —> u\ in
i/o (0 ). Then V</>n —► Vifi in L 2(ft). Moreover, by the Sobolev Embedding
Theorem [1, Theorem 5.4B, page 97] we have <j)n —> u\ in Lq(fl) where q denotes 
the conjugate exponent of p. Note that u2 G Hq(£1), thus ^ u 2 G L 2(Q). We have
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cf)n —> u\ in L q(Cl) and V(f>n —*■ V«i in X2(H), therefore
/ u iA u 2du = lim / SnAuodu (8.25)Jn n^°° Jn
= lim — f V<^ n.Vu2d// (8.26)
n-+oo J q




/ UiAu2dfj, = /  u2Auida  (8.28)
Jn Jn
where we have used equation (8.24). Rewriting yields
[  K v 2d/i = I  v2Kvidfi (8.29)
whence K  is a symmetric operator. This completes the proof.
L em m a 3 For \  > 0, define
Tx ( 0  =  \  f  t K i dV ~  * /  tydf* (8-30)2i J «/fl
where non-negative (  G Tp(fi), /o r 1 < p < 2.
Le£ £* denote the Steiner Symmetrisation (with respect to the y-axis) of £. 
Then
Va( C )  >  ¥>a( 0 -  (8-31)
P ro o f  For non-negative w G TP(H), p as above, we first show that
f w*Kw*dp >  f wKwdy.  (8.32)
Jn Jn
From Lemma 1, we know K w  G lifo(ffc). Using the methods of the proof of
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Lemma 2, we can show
f V K w VK w df i  =  — f KwAKwdfi .  (8.33)
v
Now
\ \Kw \\2h =  J  \VK w \2dft (8.34)
=  — [  KwAKwd/j,  (8.35)
Jn
— f wKwdfi.  (8.36)
J n
We proceed using the methods of Burton [9, Lemma 2]. K w  is defined to be the 
unique minimiser over h £ Hq(Q) of the functional
— I  \Vh\2dfi — I  hwd[L. (8.37)
Z J Q J
Hence we have
-  \  L wKwd» = { 511*11® -  L hwd») • (8-38)
We write K w  = u. By (8.38) we have
— — f wKwdfi = — f uwdfi. (8.39)
2 Jn 2 Jn
By methods analogous to those used to obtain (8.38), we have
-  \  j a w *K W*d» = J r f q) {illfcHl, -  j o h t f d p )  . (8.40)
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From (8.40) we obtain
— — f  w*Kw*d(i < -\\u*\\2H — f  u*w*dfj,. (8-41)
2 Jn 2 Jn
Now from (8.39) and (8.41),
— J  w*Kw*dfi — — j  wKwdfi (8.42)
> f  u*w*d[i — — ||i/*||# +  —||w|||f — f  uwdfi > 0. (8.43)Jn 2 2 Jn
using the Steiner symmetrisation inequalities (8.10) and (8.11) (noting that u is
non-negative by Lemma 2).
Now for non-negative w E Xp(f2), wy and w*y are //-rearrangements. Thus
/  wydy, = /  w*ydyL (8.44)
Jn Jn
( in the sense that if either integral is finite, then so is the other, and they are 
equal). Combining the above, for non-negative f  € LP(Q), 1 < p < 2,
< ^ ( f )  =  \  f  C K C d n  -  A /  C y d y .  (8.45)2 Jn Jn
> \ f  m d y  -  A /  tydy  =  (8.46)
2 Jn Jn
This completes the proof.
C o ro lla ry  1 For A > 0, (p\ : (Lp(fi))+ —» R is a strictly convex function, for 
1 < p <  2. ((Lp(Ct))+ denotes the non-negative Lp{0.) functions.)
P ro o f  Let non-negative £ E Lp(fl), for 1 < p <  2. Then
f t K ( d fL = \\K(\\% (8.47)Jn
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using the methods of the proof of Lemma 3. Thus £ —* is a strictly
convex map by strict convexity of ||. ||#  and linearity and injectivity of K.  The 
map £ —> A £ydfx is linear, whence <p\  is strictly convex. This completes the
proof.
L em m a 4 Let S(Cl) + denote the set of all non-negative Steiner symmetric func­
tions in LP(Q). That is,
S(Q)p = {u > 0|u G Lp(Ll),v symmetrically decreasing in x for a.e. y € (0, R)}
(8.48)
Consider T  : —► R, where
T( t )  =  f  t K t d n  (8.49)
and 1 < p < 2. Then T  is weakly sequentially continuous.
P roof We show that
K(S(Cl)p ) C {w > 0, w G J/o(fi)|u; symmetrically decreasing in x}  (8.50)
Applying the results of Lemmas 1 and 2 we know that K  : LP(Q) —> JJo(fl) 1S
a positive bounded map. It remains to show that for non-negative £ G Lp(ft), p 
as above, £ symmetrically decreasing in x, we have symmetrically decreasing 
in x. Let £ be as above. Note that £* =  f. is defined to be the unique
minimiser over u G Hq(LI) of the functional
 ^f \Vu\2dfi — f u^*dfi =  4>(u), say. (8.51)
2 Jn Jn
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Let K£* = u. Then
$(«*) =  I  f  |Vu*|2d/i -  f  u*Cdfi (8.52)
< — [  \Vu\2dfi — f  u£*dp (8.53)^ v  0 «/
using inequalities (8.10) and (8.11) from Section 8.2. Thus
$ K )  <  $(u). (8.54)
Since u is the unique minimiser we have u = u*, that is Kv* is symmetrically 
decreasing in x.
By [24, Theorem III.l] the set
{u >  0|u G Hq(£1),u symmetrically decreasing in x} (8.55)
is compactly embedded in Lq(fi.) where q denotes the conjugate exponent of p. 
(This result is valid for 2 < q < oo). Combining the above results, the map 
K  : S(Q)p —> Lq(Ct) is compact.
We now show that T  is weakly sequentially continuous. Let un A  ifo, where 
{un}£Li C S(Q)+, and u0 € S(£l)+. Then
| /  (u0 -  un)(Ku0 -  K u n)dfi\ <  ||if0 -  un\\p\\Ku0 -  K u n\\q (8.56)
J o .
and the right hand side tends to 0 as n —► oo because K  is compact. Thus
lim j  (un — uo)(Kun — Kuo)dp = 0. (8.57)
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Rewriting we obtain
^ l im |y  uoKuodfj, +  J  unK u ndp — J  unK u 0dp — J  uoKund p ^ = 0  (8.58)
whence
j  uoKuodfj, +  Jim  J  unK u ndp — J  uoKuodp — j  uoKuodp = 0 (8.59)
therefore
lim / unK u ndii = /  u0K u 0du,. (8.60)n^oo Jn Jn
Thus T  is weakly sequentially continuous on S(Q,)+. This completes the proof. 
L em m a 5 Let non-negative £ 6 Lp(ft), 1 <  p < oo. Then the map
£ -»• /  £ydp. (8.61)J £2
is weakly lower semicontinuous.
P roof Define /  : Q x R —> R,
yz  if z >  0
f ( [ x , y ) , z ) = \
oo if z < 0
Then / is a non-negative normal integrand. Now let (  € LP(Q), 1 <  p < oo. 
Define
F ( 0  = f  f ( ( x ^ y ) ^ ( x ^ y ) W -  (8.62)Jn
[15, Corollary 1.2, page 239] yields that F  is a lower semicontinuous function. 
Furthermore since / ( ( # ,2/),.) is convex for almost every (x , y ) £ 0 , F  defines a 
convex function on LP(Q), p as above. Combining the above results, we obtain the 
fact that F  defines a weakly lower semicontinuous function on Lp(D), p as above. 
It is elementary to show the restriction of F  to non-negative LP(Q) functions is 
weakly lower semicontinuous.
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F  : (LP(Q))+ —> R may be written
(8.63)
This completes the proof.
T h eo rem  1 Let non-negative, non-zero f 0 £ L X(Q) f | LP(Q), 1 < p < 2. For 
every A > 0,
(i) y>\ attains a maximum relative to R(fo )W.
A// maximisers in (i) belong to RC(fo).
P ro o f  (i) Recall, for A > 0, £ £ R{fo)W,
VxU) =\f  t K t d p  - A  f  Cydp. (8.64)
Let {<fn}^Li be a maximising sequence in R(fo)W for <p\. Replace £n by £*, the 
Steiner Symmetrisation of £n with respect to the y—axis. By Lemma 3, <^ .\(£n) — 
Vn £ N, therefore is a maximising sequence relative to R(fo)W for
Let R* denote the set of elements v of R(fo)W such that v = v*. IT  is 
immediately seen to be convex, and the Steiner Symmetrisation inequality (8.9) 
in Section 8.2 yields that it is closed. Thus R* is weakly closed.
R ( f 0)w is weakly compact by Chapter 3, Theorem 2, thus passing to a subse­
quence if necessary, £* A  £0 £ R  (because R* is weakly closed).
Appealing to Lemmas 4 and 5 we obtain
¥>A(fo) =  \  f  (oK£odfJL -  A f  &ydfi (8.65)
-  \  j a -  a lim mf ^  Cydp  (8.66)
=  l im su p l f  +  lim sup( —A f  £*ydfi\ (8.67)
n —>-oo L J Q n —Kx> L J£l )
F (u ) =  / uydfi.
J  Q
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> lim sup c£>a( 0  > SUP <Pa(£)- (8-68)
n _ + 0 °  teRUof
Thus (fix attains a maximum relative to R(fo) .
(ii) For A > 0, ip\ is a strictly convex function. (This follows from Corollary
1.) Let f0 € R ( f 0) be a maximiser for tp\ relative to R(fo)  • Then £0 is an
extreme point of R(fo)  , (by strict convexity of (p\ and Lemma 6 of Chapter 6), 
therefore by Chapter 3, Theorem 2 we have £o £ RC(fo).  This completes the 
proof.
L em m a 6 Let non-negative non-zero v £ L1(Q) f | L2(fi). Then K v  — \ y  £  
L°°(Q,), for  A > 0.
P ro o f  It is immediate that Ay £ T°°(fi), thus it remains to show i f  u £ T°°(0). 
For v as above, we recall the definition of the operator K. K v  is defined as the 
unique minimiser over u £ L/q(0) of the functional
cp(u) = — [  |V u |2d/i — f  uvdfi. (8.69)
2 Jn
Now K v  satisfies
— A K v  = v on Q (8.70)
K v  = 0 on dtt (8.71)
where K v  = 0 in the weak sense. Let P  be the upper half-plane, that is P —
(—oo, oo) x (0, oo). For non-negative u £ L1(P) f ) L 2(P), we define the operator
K  by
Kv(z)  = J  G(z, w)v(w)dw (8.72)
where
G ( z , w )  =  f -  log (8.73)
Z7T Z  — W \
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for z ,w  £ P,  where w denotes the reflection of w in the x-axis, and |.| denotes 
the Euclidean distance in R2. We aim to show that K v ( z ) < Kv(z)  for almost 
every z £  f h  For n £  N , we define Q n  =  ( —n,n) x (0, i ? ) ,  a bounded subdomain 
of fi. We define K n(v) as the unique minimiser over u £ #g (fin) of the functional
I f  n r^Pn{u) =  -  /  |Vw| dfi — I uvdfi (8-74)
The following equations are satisfied
— A K nv = v on On (8.75)
K nv = 0 on d£ln (8.76)
where K nv =  0 on dQ,n in the weak sense (because K nv £ by the defini­
tion of the operator K n).
For each n £ N , a special case of the Calderon-Zygmund inequality [20, 
Theorem 9.9, page 230] yields that K v n £ W 2,2(fln), where vn denotes v|nn. 
By way of explanation, we note that K v n is the difference of two Newtonian 
potentials. From equation (8.72) and [20, Theorem 9.9, page 230] we obtain
— A K v n = v on (8.77)
K v n >  0 on dQn (8.78)
where equation (8.77) holds almost everywhere, and K v n > 0 on dCln in the 
weak sense (since K v n(z) > 0 in the usual sense for all z £ Qn by definition). 
Combining (8.75)-(8.76) and (8.77)—(8.78) we obtain, for a given n £ N ,
— A (Kvn — K nv ) =  0 on (8.79)
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K v n — K nv > 0 on dQn (8.80)
where Kvn — Knv >  0 on dftn in the weak sense. By way of explanation we 
note that Kvn £ W 1,2(lln), (Kvn)~ £ Hq(0,u) and Knv £ i7g(fin), therefore 
we have (Kvn — Knv)~ £ i/^D n ), (we show this in the Appendix) which is 
exactly the statement that Kvn — Knv > 0 on dCln in the weak sense. Our 
regularity results yield that Kvn — Knv £ W 1,2(fin), and applying a generalised 
weak maximum principle [20, Theorem 8.1, page 179] we obtain that infnB(lfi;n — 
Env) > infdnn(Kvn — Knv)~ = 0, (where we mean infdn(Kvn — Knv)~ in the 
sense described in Section 8.4) whence
K v n(z) > K nv(z) for almost every z £ f2n (8.81)
for every n £ N, whence
Kv(z)  > K nv(z) (8.82)
for almost every z £ Dn, for every n £ N.
We show that {K nv}™=1 is a minimising sequence for p  over H{}(D). Let e > 0 
be given. Define
Et =  i u  £ i?2(fi)|y>(u) < inf y>(w) +  e l . (8.83)
t J
Now Ee is non-empty (by the definition of infimum) and open (by the conti­
nuity of ip). C£°(n) functions are dense in Hq(£1), therefore there exists 9n £ 
Cq°((1) D^e where supp 9n C Dn for some n £ N. Now infuG#i(fin) p(u) is a 
decreasing function of n, therefore
p ( K mv) < p(9n) < inf ip(u) +  e for all m  > n. (8.84)
u£H^ (U)
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Thus {K nv is a minimising sequence for ip, that is
cp(Knv) —► inf ip(u) =  p ( K v ) as n —> oo. (8.85)
«€JZ2(0)
Using the methods of a previous lemma, noting that <p is coercive, strictly 
convex and weakly lower semicontinuous, passing to a subsequence if necessary 
we obtain
K nv A  K v  as n —> oo. (8.86)
A previous lemma yields that
I  vKvdp = (8.87)
and it may be shown that
I  v K nvdp = \\Knv\\2HSln =  \ \Knv\\2H (8.88)
for v as above. Therefore (8.85) yields that
||7fnu||tf —» ||iCu||jy as n —► oo. (8.89)
Combining (8.86) and (8.89) we obtain K nv K v  in Hq(Q) . By the Corollary to
the Riesz-Fischer Theorem, K nv —► K v  pointwise almost everywhere. Recalling 
(8.82),
K nv(z) < K v ( z ), for all £ € n n, for all n G N (8.90)
we have
Kv(z)  < Kv(z)  for z £ Q (8.91)
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as required. Now
Kv(z)  =  w)v(w)dw = j  G(z,w)v(w)dw.  (8.92)
We change to polar co-ordinates about z. Let p = \z — u;|. Then by (8.91),
Kv(z)  < f G(z,w)v(w)dw + f G(z,w)v(w)dw.  (8.93)
For p > 1, we have
p <  \z — u)| <  \z — w\ + \w  — w\ < p + 2R  <  (2R  +  1 )p (8.94)
whence
I z — w I
(2R  +  1) > -j r >  1 for w ,z  E CL, s.t. \w — z\ > 1. (8.95)
z — w\
Therefore
\z — w I
log(2i? -f 1) >  log -j : >  0 for uj, z £ 0 , s.t. \w — z\ > 1. (8.96)
z — w\
Thus we have
For p < 1, we have
/ G(z. w)v(w)dw < d - lo g ( 2 R + l ) |M |a. (8.97)
p < \z — w\ < \z — w\ + \w — w\ < 1 2R  (8.98)
whence
1 <  ------ —[ < -————  for w ,z  € fi, s.t. \w — z\ <  1. (8.99)
z — w\ p
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Thus we have
f G(z,w)v(w)dw  (8.100)
<  7“ log(l +  2JR)||o||i -  L  f  v(w)\ogpdw (8.101)
1 r2T r1 1=  —  log(l +  2i?)|M |1 -  I / — ulogppdpdO (8.102)
Z7T JO JO Z7T
< ^ l o g ( l  +  2i2)||u||i +  | | t ; | | | i o g / ? | V ^ } 9 (8.103)
< ^  log(l +  2i2)||u||i +  «||u||p. (8.104)
where q denotes the conjugate exponent of p, and for k some constant, since 
/g1 |(logp)|9pdp is finite (this is verified in the Appendix). Combining (8.91) and 
(8.97),(8.100)-(8.104) we obtain that K v  £ L°°(Q,). This completes the proof.
L em m a 7 Let non-negative fo € T1(n) n ^ 2(fl). Suppose, for a given X > 0, <p\ 
has a maximiser f  relative to R ( f 0). Then u = K f  satisfies — A u = <j>(u — Xy), 
in the weak sense, for some increasing function (j>.
P ro o f  Recall, for A > 0 and non-negative v £ L1(f2) f | L 2(Ct),
<p\(v) = ~ f vKvdp — X f vydp. (8.105)
2 Ju JQ
Let h £ L 1 (Q,) f) L 2(Ll) (we work in the space T1(n)H -^2(^) with the norm
INI =  ll-lli +  II-II2 ) , then
<p\(y +  h) -  (p\{v) (8.106)
=  7: /  (u +  h)K(v  +  h)dp -  X f (v +  h)ydp z Jq Jsi
— ^  f  vKvdp  +  A I  vydp (8.107)
^ «/ Q «/ ^
=  [  hKvdp  +  — /  hKhdp  — A f hydp (8.108)
•/fi 2 J £2 •/
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where we have used the fact that K  is a symmetric operator (shown in Lemma 
2). Consequently the Frechet derivative of p\ ,  which we will denote dp\[v], is 
given by
dp a[u] =  K v  — A y. (8.109)
By way of explanation, we note that dpa H  € L°°(Cl), by Lemma 6. Therefore 
dp\[v] belongs to the dual of the space ZA(fl) f | L2(Ct). p \  is a strictly convex and 
Frechet differentiable function, thus p \  is sub-differentiable at v, for v as above, 
and dp\(v)  = Therefore, for every /  £ -R(/0) \{ /}  we have
P \ ( f )  > P \ ( f )  >  j (K f  -  Ay ) ( f  -  f ) d p  +  p \ ( /)  (8.110)
J  £2
where the strict inequality follows by the strict convexity of p \  . Rearranging, 
we obtain
f  ( K f  -  \ y ) f d n  < f  ( K f  -  Xy)fdfi,  V / G R(fo) \{ f} -  (8.111)Jn Jn
We now apply Theorem 1, Chapter 7 to /  £ L1(fl) and K f  — Ay £ L°°(Ct) to 
obtain
f  = <f>(Kf- \y)  (8.112)
for some increasing function <^, p almost everywhere. Now K f  =  u for some
w £ L/<}(ft). Accordingly, we obtain
— A u  — (j>{u — \y )  (8.113)
in the weak sense. This completes the proof.
L em m a 8 Let non-negative f 0 £ L1^ )  n L 2(fi). Let A > 0. Let f  be a max­
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imiser for (f\ relative to R(fo) . ( We know such a maximiser exists). Then
/ _1(0, oo) C ( K f  -  Ay)_1(0, oo) (8.114)
except possibly for a set of measure zero, whence
M /_1(0, oo)) <  p ( ( K f  -  Ay)_1(0, oo)) (8.115)
(when the above expression makes sense)
P ro o f  The proof of Lemma 7 yields that ip\ is sub-differentiable at / ,  and that
dtpxif) =  { K f  -  Ay}. Therefore, for every /  € R(fo) \ { f }  we have
<P\ ( /)  > (/) > /  ( ^ 7  ~  Ay)(/ -  f )dp  +  y>A( /)  (8.116)
J
where the strict inequality follows by the strict convexity of <pA. Rearranging, we 
obtain
/  ( K f  -  Ay ) fdp  < I  ( K f  -  \ y ) fd n ,  V /  € W f o T \ { f } -  (8.117)
Let 5  =  / _1(0,oo). We suppose the result is false, for a contradiction. Then
there exists A  C 5, a set of positive measure such that K f  — Xy <  0 on A.
Define
0 z e  A  
f ( z )  z £ Q \A
/(*) =
for z E Q. Then /  £ R(fo)W ( by Chapter 3, Theorem 2, which characterises the 
weak closure of the set of rearrangements) , /  ^  / ,  and
f ( K f  -  Xy)fdp > f ( K f  — \ y ) fd f i  (8.118)
Jn Jn
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which contradicts (8.117). This establishes (8.114), and (8.115) follows. This 
completes the proof.
L em m a 9 Let non-negative f 0 £ ZA(D) f )L 2(Vl). Fix A > 0. Let f  be a max­
imiser for relative to R(fo ) . Suppose that f  £  R(fo). Then
( K f  -  Ay)-1(0, oo) =  / _1(0, oo) (8.119)
except possibly for a set of measure zero.
P ro o f  In Lemma 8, it was shown that
/ -1 (0, oo) C ( K f  — At/)_1(0, oo) (8.120)
except possibly for a set of measure zero. We show that
( K f  — Ay)-1(0, oo) C / -1(0, oo) (8.121)
except possibly for a set of measure zero. We suppose the statement is false,
to show a contradiction. Therefore there exists V 1 C ( K f  — Ay)- 1 (0, oo), a
set of positive measure, such that V 1 C / -1(0). We have previously seen that 
/  £ RC(fo), and by assumption /  0 R(fo)- The definition of RC(fo) \R( fo ) 
shows that there exists a  > (3 > 0 such that v (/o’1(^ 5 <*]) > v , a  ]). Let
S = v (/(i-1 (/?,{*]) — v ^ / -1 (/?,«]). Let V  C V1, where 0 < v(V) < 6. (The
existence of such a V  is established by arguments similar to those used in the
proof of Theorem 1 of Chapter 7). Define 
f ( x )  if x  £ Q \V
(3 if x £ V
f ( x )  =
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Now /  is non-negative, and /  ^  / .  Moreover, for any positive real number cr
f { f  - cr)+dn < f { f o -  rf+dp. (8.122)
J Q  JQ
The characterisation of the weak closure of the set of rearrangements given in 
Chapter 3, Theorem 2, yields that /  E R(fo)W. Recall, from the proof of Lemma 
8, that
f  ( K f  -  Xy) fdp < f  ( K f  -  Xy) fdp (8.123)
*J £"2 J £"2
- I II <11 <V A 111 A <v
for every /  E R(fo)  \{ /} . However /  € R(fo)  , and /  ^  / ,  and further
f ( K f  — \ y) f df i  = / ( K f - X y ) f d p  (8.124)
=  f ( K f - X y ) f d p  (8.125)
Jn\v
< f ( K f  - X y ) f d p .  (8.126)
Jn
This contradicts (8.123), thus establishing (8.121). This completes the proof.
C o ro lla ry  2 Let non-negative fo E L 1 (Q) f) L2(Cl). Fix X > 0. Let f  be a 
maximiser for <p\ relative to R(fo )W. Suppose that f  R(/o)- Then ( K f  — 
Ay)-1 (0) has zero measure.
P ro o f  For /  E R(fo)W\ { f }  we have
f ( K f  -  X y)fdpL < f  ( K f -  X y) fdp.  (8.127)
If ( K f  — Aj/)—1 (0) has positive measure, then the methods of the previous lemma 
yield the existence of /  E R(fo )W, /  /  / ,  such that
/  (R 7  -  Xy) fdp  =  /  ( K f  -  Xy)fdf i  (8.128)
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contradicting (8.127). This completes the proof.
L em m a 10 Let non-negative non-zero fo £ Z/1( n ) n T p(n) , for p > 2. Let f
be a maximiser for ip\ relative to R(fo)  . Then, for a given e > 0, there exists 
M  > 0 such that for  |a;| > M ,
0 < Kf ( x , y )  < ey (8.129)
P ro o f  For non-negative v £ L1 (Cl) f] Lp(Cl), for p as above, we recall the
definition of K.
Kv( z )  =  J  G(z, w)v(w)dw (8.130)
for z ,w  € Cl, where
1 z  — m i
G(z, w) = —  log |- -------  (8.131)2ir \z — w |
where w denotes the reflection of w in the z-axis, and |.| denotes the Euclidean 
distance in R2.
Let z =  (aii, 2/1), w =  (rc2, 2/2)- By the proof of Lemma 6 we have
K v ( z ) > Kv(z )  for every z £ Cl. (8.132)
Therefore, (noting that (?(#!, 0, z 2, 2/2) = 0),
Kv ( x u y1) < K v ( x u y i ) =  G(xu y1, x 2,y 2)v(x2, y 2)dx2dy2 (8.133)
Jn
f  rv i  d G
= ■^ —(xi,yi,x2,y2)dyiv(x2,y2)dx2dy2. (8.134)Jn Jo uy 1
^■(aji, 2/1, x 2, y2)v(x2, 2/2) is a non-negative measurable function with respect to 
(2/, £2, 3/2) £ (0,2/i) x Cl. Applying Fubini’s theorem
ryi ( r QG \
K v(x i ,y i )  = l j ^ Q ^ - ( x u yu X2,y2)v(x21y2)dx2dy2>dy1. (8.135)
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To complete the proof it is sufficient to show the term in brackets tends to zero 
as M  —> oo, where |:ci| > M.  Now
0  ^ ( 7  . _ _____________ 2 / i  +  2/2____________   2 / i  ~  3/2____________  / o i Q £ \
^ ^ 2 / 1  Xl’Vu X2' V2 (xi -  x2 )2 +  (yi +  y2)2 ( s i  -  z 2)2 +  (2 / 1  -  2/2 )2
{ ( s i  -  ^ 2) 2 +  (y i +  2/2)2} 2 {(#1 — X 2 ) 2 +  (2/1 — 2/2)2} 2 , 0 1 0 ^
“  ( z i  -  £ 2)2 +  (2/1 +  y 2)2 ( x i  -  x 2)2 +  (2/1 -  S/2)2
=  {(si -  x 2)2 +  (2/1 +  y2)2} 2 +  {(^1 -  x 2)2 +  (2/1 -  3/2 )2} 2 (8.138) 
<  2 { (z i -  z 2)2 +  (y1 -  y2)2} 2 (8.139)
since \yi -  y2\ <  2/1 +  2/2- W riting
p = {(si -  x 2)2 +  ( y i  -  y 2)2} 2 (8.140)
for I®!| >  2Af, (w here M  >  1), an d  le ttin g  p  > pi >  2 an d  1 <  p 2 <  2 (w here 
q i ,q 2 d en o te  th e  con juga te  ex p o n en ts  of p i ,p 2 respec tive ly ), we have
f ^ - ( x 1,y1, x 2,y2)v(x2,y 2)dx2dy2 < f —  v(x2,y2)dx2dy2 (8.141) 
Jn oy 1 Jn 'Kp
=  /  —" v(x2,y2)dx2dy2 +  f — v{x2,y2)dx2dy2
• / { w G f i l p C l }  7T/1 J { i y G f i | l < p < M }  7T p
+  f — v(x2,y2)dx2dy2 (8.142)
. / { ™ e f i | / » M }  7Tp
< J0
I  (  [ 2 *  r M  / 1  \  92 1 92 1
+  l l« U > J tf | |» - |j f  Jt ( - )  +  ^ ] jjlM li (8.143)
=  M x 2>m\\p1^  p l - qid p ^ n
1 f 1
+  IMi 2>m I L - | 27T +  ^ I M I i  (8.144)
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<  k i|M X2>m ||Pi +  k 2 \ \ v \ x 2> m \ \ P2 +  0 as M  -> oo (8.145)
for some constants /ci and ac2 , noting that fg p1~qidp and f f°  px~q2dp are finite by
our choice of pi and p2. This completes the proof.
T h eo rem  2 Let non-negative f 0 £ L1(n )f lX p(fl) for p > 2. Define
ip\(w) — — j  wKwdp, — A /  wydp. (8.146)
Lef f  be a maximiser for ip\ relative to R ( f 0)W (we know such a f  exists). Then
the following are true.
(i) u = K f  satisfies
— A u  = <j>(u — Xy) (8.147)
in the weak sense, for some increasing function <f>.
(ii) Except possibly for a set of zero measure,
/ _1(0, oo) C { K f  -  Ay)-1 (0, oo). (8.148)
Then we have
/ / ( / -1(0, oo)) <  p ( ( K f  -  Ay)_1(0, oo)) < oo (8.149)
and in particular if  the set /oT1(0,oo) has infinite measure, then there exists no 
maximiser for ip\ relative to the set of rearrangements.
Further ( K f  — At/)-1(0,oo) is a bounded set, whence the set / _1(0, oo) is 
bounded.
(Hi) Suppose f  (£ R(fo) .  Then
( K f  -  Ay)-1 (0, oo) =  / -1(0, oo) (8.150)
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except possibly for a set of measure zero, and ( K f  — A) (0) has zero measure.
P ro o f  For /  G R( f o )> (i) follows by Lemma 7. For /  G R(fo)  \ R ( f o ), /  is
a maximiser for <p>\ relative to R( f )  (C R(fo)  ), and /  G R ( f ). We can now 
apply Lemma 7 to obtain (i).
We consider (ii). (8.148) follows from Lemma 8. Lemma 10 shows the exis­
tence of M  > 0 such that for |a:| > M,
\ Kf (x, y) \  < Ay (8.151)
whence K f ( x , y ) — Xy < 0 for \x\ > M.  Therefore the set ( K f  — A?/)_1(0,oo) is 
bounded. Thus / _1(0, oo) is bounded, and further if /o"1(0, oo) has infinite mea­
sure, then there exists no maximiser for ip\ relative to the set of rearrangements,
(iii) follows by Lemma 9 and Corollary 2. This completes the proof.
T h eo rem  3 Let non-negative fo G T1(f2) P| LP(Q), f orp  > 2. Define, for  A > 0,
<px(v) = -  f  vKvdp  — A f  vydp. (8.152)
Z «/Q J  £"2
Fix A > 0. Let f  be a maximiser for ip\ relative to R(fo)  . Then there exists 
a sequence {£n } £ L i such that ( n  €  R(fo) for each n G N , < p \ ( £ n )  — *  <P\(f), a n d  
{ f n }S£Li has weak limit f  in LP(Q).
P ro o f  Theorem 2 (ii) yields that / -1 (0, oo) is bounded. We choose M  > 0 
such that / _1(0, oo) C [—M, M] x (0, R) = M , say. Further, from Theorem l(ii), 
we have /  G RC(fo). We can find £0 G R(fo)  such that £0|m =  f \ M- Write 
Mo = Ll\M.  Define, for n G N ,
M n =  (-o o , - M  -  n) [J(M  +  n, oo) x (o, F )  . (8.153)
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For each n G N, there exists a measure preserving transformation Tn : Mn —> M0
(which exists by Chapter 3, Theorem 1). Define, for each n G IM,
’ / > )  * G M
£»(2) =  ' fo ° Tn(z) Z  € Mn
0 z e n \ ( M ( J M n)
for z € fL The measure preserving properties of Tn ensure (n G R(fo)  for each
n G N. Let g G L9(D), where <7 denotes the conjugate exponent of p. Then
I /  { i n -  f )gdp  <  ||fo||p||0||*|>M+n||9 -»■ 0 (8.154)| j
as n —> oo. Thus A  / .
Define, for non-negative u G L1(D) fj Xp(f2), p > 2,
^ (u )  =  — f  vKvdp.  2 Jn
(8.155)
^  is (strongly) continuous (using Lemma 1 and Holder’s inequality) and W is 
strictly convex (from the proof of Corollary 1). Thus is weakly sequentially 
lower semicontinuous. Further
/  Znydp -  /  f y dp  = /  (£n f ) ydp (8.156)
as n —> oo. Thus we have
i f )  =  \  f  f K f d p -  A f  f ydp
< lim in f-  /  £nK£ndp — lim A /  (nydp
n ->oo 2  J n  n-voo




However /  is a maximiser of relative to R(fo)  , therefore <Pa(6i) -* <Pa( /)  as 
required. This completes the proof.
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C hapter 9 
C onclusions and C onjectures
Let non-negative / 0 G Lp(ft , / / ) ,  where £1 is an open unbounded subset of Rn 
of infinite //-measure, where // is a cr-finite measure absolutely continuous with
m
respect to n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. For 1 < p < oo, R(fo)  was char­
acterised in Chapter 3, and shown to be weakly compact and convex. As regards 
p = 1, in Chapter 4 we showed that
R ( f o f  C ju> > ° \JQ(W -  <r)+<lft < Jj^fa -<?)+dfi,Va > 0, and ||w ||i =  | | / o | | i |
(9.1)
The question whether the inclusion in (9.1) is strict remains open. We expect 
the above results to be applicable to the study of variational problems over the 
set of rearrangement of some fixed function.
We consider the variational problem discussed in Chapters 6 and 7 (similar 
remarks can equally well be made concerning the variational problem of Chapter 
8). For fixed A > 0, we recall
^a(u) =  -  /  vKvdv — -A [  vy2dv (9-2)2 Jn 2 Jn
where the appropriate definitions may be found in Chapter 6. For non-negative
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/o E L 1 (ft) f) Lp(£l)i p > | ,  we know that attains a maximum relative to
yj
R(fo)  . More precisely, we know there is a Steiner symmetric maximiser. It is of 
interest to determine whether maximisers which are not Steiner symmetric (up 
to translation) exist.
The proof of Lemma 3 of Chapter 6 yields that for non-negative w E T1(n) 
n L p(fi), p as above,
-  $ aW  (9.3)
> f  w*(Kw)*dis — -\\(Kw)*\\2H + - \ \K w \ \x  — f  wKwdv  (9.4)
> \WKwWl- l-\ \{KWy\\], (9.5) 
where we have have used inequality (6.21). (6.22) yields that
\ \ ( K w ) * \ \ h < \ \ K w \\h  (9.6)
If the inequality in (9.6) is strict, we have ^ (w * )  > ^ ( u ;) ,  whence w is not a 
maximiser. [5] shows that for non-negative u E H  with compact support and 
absolutely continuous distribution function, we have
IKIItf < IMItf (9.7)
unless u is almost everywhere equal to a translate of u*. In view of this, we
conjecture that any maximiser is Steiner symmetric up to translation.
For every maximiser /  relative to R(fo)W, /  E RC(fo ), and u =  K f  satisfies
Cu =  </>(u -  y2) (9.8)
in the weak sense for some increasing function <j>. (9.8) is the equation for the
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stream function of a steady flow. We seek to show that (9.8) holds almost every­
where in S7, using techniques discussed in [9]. Further we have
/ -1 (0, oo) C ( K f  -  ^Ay2)-1(0, oo) (9.9)
except possibly for a set of measure zero, and if f  £  R(fo),  (9.9) holds with 
equality (except possibly for a set of measure zero). We have seen that ( K f  — 
|A?/2)_1(0, oo) is a bounded set. For a given A > 0, let f \  denote a maximiser of 
t&A relative to R(fo)W. We have seen that f x £ RC(fo ), therefore there exists an 
extended real number lx such that f \ | / - 1(/A oo) *s a rearrangement of oo),
p (/oT1(^a)) >  v ( /T 1(^a)), and /^ (O , lx) has zero measure. The upper bound we 
obtained for the operator K w  (w as above) in Lemma 5 of Chapter 7 suggests 
the conjecture that for 0 < Ai < A2 we have
v ( (K f x 2 -  ^A22/2)_1(0, 00)^ <  v ( ( K f Xl -  ~Ai?/2)-1(0 ,00)^ . (9.10)
If (9.10) does hold, then we have
V °°)) ^  v (/ai^O, 00)) • (9-H)
By way of explanation, we note that (9.11) holds trivially if f Xl £ -R(/o), other­
wise (9.9) (with equality except possibly for a set of measure zero for f Xl) and 
(9.10) yield (9.11). (9.11) shows that f \ 2 £ R ( f Xl). Moreover (9.11) implies that 
lXl < lX2, that is the maximisers f x become ’’more curtailed” as A increases. We 
conjecture that lx depends continuously on A.
Finally we note that for each maximiser / ,  there is a weakly converging se­
quence { f n}^Li in R(fo)  with weak limit /  (in Lp($l)) such that ^ x( fn) —♦ ^ a (/)-  
However we note that there exist maximising sequences (relative to R( fo)W) where 
the weak subsequential limit (which exists because R(fo)W is weakly sequentially
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compact) is not a maximiser. For a given maximiser, we can choose a sequence 
of translates of the maximiser which converges weakly to zero in Lp( 17).
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L em m a 1 Let q >  2. The integral \([og p)\qpdp is finite.
P ro o f  We have that
f \(\og p)\qpdp =  f \u\q exp(2u)du (9.12)
JO J —oo
=  I  \u\q exp(2u)du-\- j  \u\q exp(2u)du (9.13)
J —oo J —1
< f  uq exp(2u)du +  1 (9-14)
J —oo
where q is an even integer greater than or equal to q, and we have used the 
fact that \u\q exp(2u)du <  1. We may integrate f ~^ uq exp{2u)du by parts to 
obtain a finite bound for the original integral . This completes the proof.
L em m a 2 Let Lt be a bounded domain in Rn. Let u G W 1,2(fi), u+ G Hq(LL) 
(where u+(x) =  max{u(a:), 0}^. Let v G W 1,2(n ); v~ G Hq(Q) (where v~(x) = 
— min{n(x),0}J. Then (n — u)~ G Hq(LI).
P ro o f  We note that
0 < (u — u)~ < v ~ - \ -u + (9.15)
and v — u G W 1,2( f t) ,  whence (v — u)~ G W 1,2(S7), and v~ +  u+ G Hq(Q).
[20, Lemma 7.6, page 152] yields that for u G W 1,2(fi), |w| G W 1,2(fi), and 
moreover the map 4/(if)  =  |u| is continuous on W 1,2(f i) .  Let { / n }£Li C  be
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such that f n is non-negative for each n G N, and f n —*{v — u)~ in W 1,2(n). (We 
may choose f n non-negative without loss of generality). Let {<7n}£Li C 
be such that gn is non-negative for each n G N, and gn —► v~ -f u+ in Hq(Q,). 
(We may choose gn non-negative without loss of generality). Define <Pn{x) = 
min{ f n(x),gn(x)}.  For each n G N, supp g>n C supp gn, thus <pn has compact 
support. Now we may write
Vni x)  =  ^  { f n ( x )  +  gn(x)  ~  | f n(x)  ~  gn( l )  |} . (9.16)
The above remarks yield that tpn G W 1,2(fi), and <pn has compact support, there­
fore ipn G Hq(Q). The continuity of the map ^F(u) =  |u| yields that
\  +  w+) “  “  u )~ ~  (u_ +  w+)l} =  (u -  « ) ” (9-17)
in W 1,2(fi), whence (u — u)~ G Hq(Q). This completes the proof.
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